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fdlh Hkh py LVkWd dh nks ewyHkwr vko’;drk;sa gSa mls xfr Ánku djuk vkSj 
czsd yxkukA fo|qr batu esa U;wesfVd czsd Á.kkyh dk Á;ksx batu ,oa mlds lkFk yxs 
Vªsfyax LVkWd dks czsd yxkus ds fy, fd;k tkrk gSA U;wesfVd okYo czsd Á.kkyh esa cgqr 
egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk vnk djrs gSaA 
      

dSeVsd }kjk ;g Vªsfuax iSdst deZpkfj;ksa dks bu okYokas dh  ewyHkwr tkudkjh] 
mudk vuqj{k.k] ijh{k.k bR;kfn crkus ds mn~ns’; ls cuk;k x;k gSA bl Vªsfuax iSdst 
esa jcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;oksa ds fo"k; esa Hkh foLr`r tkudkjh nh xbZ gS tkfd mudk mfpr 
Á;ksx ,oa HkaMkj.k djus dh tkudkjh c<+kus esa lgk;d gksxhA 
  

eq>s fo’okl gS fd ;g Vªsfuax iSdst fo|qr yksdks ’ksM ds gekjs vuqj{k.k 
deZpkfj;ksa ds fy, cgqr mi;ksxh fl) gksxk A  
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FOREWORD 
 
 

Acceleration and Braking are two basic requirements for any rolling stock. In 
Electric Locomotives pneumatic brake system is employed for braking the 
locomotive as well as trailing stock. Pneumatic valves play very important role in 
braking system.  
 

CAMTECH has prepared this training package to impart basic knowledge of 
these valves, their maintenance, tests etc to the field personnel. This training package 
also describes the rubber and rubber components in detail which will help to enhance 
awareness about their proper use and storage. 

 
I am sure this document will be very useful for our maintenance staff of 

electric locomotives. 
 
 
 
 

CAMTECH, Gwalior                                             S.C. Singhal 
Date : 7th February 2011                                        Executive Director  
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HkwfedkHkwfedkHkwfedkHkwfedk    
 

    
 

batuksa esa czsd yxkus ds fy, fofHkUu Ádkj dh U;wesfVd czsd Á.kkfy;ka dk;Z dj 
jgh gSaA U;wesfVd ifjiFkksa esa fofHkUu dk;ksZ ,oa fu;a=.k ds fu"iknu ds fy, fofHkUu Ádkj 
ds U;wesfVd okYoksa dk Á;ksx fd;k tkrk gSSA 

  
bl Vªsfuax iSdst esa fofHkUu U;wesfVd okYoksa dk laf{kIr fooj.k] mudh vksojgkWfyax 

tk¡p ,oa ijh{k.k] vuqj{k.k lq>ko] QsY;ksj] dkj.k ,oa mudk funku bR;kfn fn;k x;k gSA 
 
bl Vªsfuax iSdst esa jcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;oksa ij fo’ks"k tkudkjh] muds Á;ksx ds 

lkFk muds  xq.k nks"k] 'ksYQ ykbQ] ,oa HkaMkj.k djus ds fu;e ds ckjs esa Hkh tkudkjh nh 
xbZ gSA lkexzh p;u fn’kkfunsZ’k] HkaMkj.k ,oa Á;ksx dh 'krsZa ,oa 'ksYQ ykbQ dh 
tkudkjh deZpkfj;ksa ds fy, lgk;d gksxhA  

 
dSeVsd }kjk U;wesfVd okYoksa ij ;g Vªsfuax iSdst deZpkfj;ksa dh tkudkjh c<kus 

ds mn~ns’; ls cuk;k x;k gSA 
 
;g Li"V fd;k tkrk gS fd ;g Vªsfuax iSdst vkjMh,lvks ;k jsyos cksMZ@ {ks=h; 

jsyksa  }kjk fofuZfn"V fdlh Hkh fo/kku dks foLFkkfir ugha djrk A ;g Vªsfuax iSdst dsoy 
ekxZn’kZu gsrq gS ,oa ;g ,d oS/kkfud nLrkost+ ugha gSA 

 
eSa] dk;Z{ks= ds mu lHkh deZpkfj;ksa dk vkHkkjh gw¡ ftUgksaus bl Vªsfuax iSdst dks 

cukus esa gekjh lgk;rk dh A 
 
rduhdh mUu;urk vkSj lh[kuk ,d lrr~ izfØ;k gSA vr% bl Vªsfuax iSdst esa 

tksM+us@lq/kkjus ds fy;s gesa fy[kus esa Lora= eglwl djsa A bl fn’kk esa ge vkids 
;ksxnku dh ljkguk djsaxsA 
 
 
 
 
dSeVsd] Xokfy;j dSeVsd] Xokfy;j dSeVsd] Xokfy;j dSeVsd] Xokfy;j                                                                     ih;w"kih;w"kih;w"kih;w"k xqIrk  xqIrk  xqIrk  xqIrk     
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PREFACE 

 
 
 
 

Various pneumatic brake systems are working for brake application in 
locomotive. Different types of pneumatic valves are used to perform various 
functions and controls in pneumatic circuits.  
 

This training package includes brief description of various pneumatic valves, 
their overhauling checks & testing procedures, maintenance tips, failures, causes & 
remedial measures etc. 

 
This training package also includes special feature on rubber and rubber 

components, their favourable/ unfavourable properties with their applications, shelf 
life and storage conditions. The material selection guidelines, storing & handling 
condition and shelf life awareness can help field people in this regard.  
 
 This training package on pneumatic valves has been prepared by CAMTECH 
with the objective to disseminate knowledge among the working personnel.  

 
It is clarified that this training package does not supersede any existing 

provisions laid down by RDSO or Railway Board/ Zonal Railways. The training 
package is for guidance only and it is not a statutory document. 

 
I am sincerely thankful to all field personnel who helped us in preparing this 

training package. 
 

Technological upgradation and learning is a continuous process. Hence feel 
free to write us for any addition/ modification in this training package. We shall 
highly appreciate your contribution in this direction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CAMTECH, Gwalior                                                     Peeyoosh Gupta 
Date: 7th February 2011                                  Jt.Director Electrical 
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v/;k; 1v/;k; 1v/;k; 1v/;k; 1 
CHAPTER 1 

 
,vj czsd ç.kkyh ,oa U;wesfVd okYo,vj czsd ç.kkyh ,oa U;wesfVd okYo,vj czsd ç.kkyh ,oa U;wesfVd okYo,vj czsd ç.kkyh ,oa U;wesfVd okYo 

AIR BRAKE SYSTEM & PNEUMATIC VALVES 
 
 

1.1 çLrkoukçLrkoukçLrkoukçLrkouk    INTRODUCTION 
 

Various pneumatic brake systems are working on electric locomotives for brake 
application in locomotive and air braked trains as well as standard vacuum braked trains. 
The main brake systems on Indian Railways are IRAVB-2, IRAB-2, IRAB-9 and IRAB-10. 
For this purpose different types of pneumatic valves are used to perform various functions 
and controls in pneumatic circuits. These valves are arranged in various ways such as 
segregated pneumatic valves arrangement, mounted on Bi-plate/ Tri-plate panel/ CLW made 
pneumatic panel. 

 

This training package includes brief description of various pneumatic valves, their 
overhauling checks & testing procedures, maintenance tips, special features on rubber 
components etc.  

 
1.2 ,vj czsd ç.kkyh dh ,vj czsd ç.kkyh dh ,vj czsd ç.kkyh dh ,vj czsd ç.kkyh dh egRoiw.kZegRoiw.kZegRoiw.kZegRoiw.kZ fo’ks"krk,sa fo’ks"krk,sa fo’ks"krk,sa fo’ks"krk,sa   

IMPORTANT FEATURES OF AIR BRAKE SYSTEM 
 

The important features of air brake system are as under: 

i. Locomotives brakes may be applied with any desired pressure between the minimum 
and maximum, and this pressure will be automatically maintained in the locomotive 
brake cylinders against normal leakage from them and regardless of variation in 
piston travel, until released by the driver’s brake valve. 

ii. The locomotive brakes can be graduated on and off with either the automatic brake 
valve (A9) or the independent brake valve (SA9). 

iii. It is always possible to release the locomotive brakes with the train brakes remained 
applied even when automatically applied to avoid skidding of wheel. The locomotive 
brakes, can, however, be called back again with the same level should the operating 
condition demand. 

iv. Maximum brake force in emergency, ensuring shortest possible stop distance. 

v. Emergency brake application available at all automatic brake valves. 

vi. Multiple unit operation. 

vii. Break-in two features with traction power cutoff during both air braked and vacuum 
braked train control. 

 

Besides the brake system pneumatic circuits are also designed for operation of the 
following ancillaries: 
i. Loco controls including operation of pantographs. 
ii. Electro-pneumatic sanding. 
iii. Pneumatic horn. 
iv. Pneumatic wipers. 
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1.3 ,vj czsd ,vj czsd ,vj czsd ,vj czsd flLVe dh dk;Z flLVe dh dk;Z flLVe dh dk;Z flLVe dh dk;Z ç.kkyhç.kkyhç.kkyhç.kkyh        
WORKING OF AIR BRAKE SYSTEM (For circuits please refer page nos. 40-42) 

 
  The working principle of Air Brake System in brief is described as below: 
 

At all times, the compressor supplies compressed air through the main reservoir to 
A-9 Auto Brake Valves, SA-9 Independent Brake Valves, MU-2B Valve, C2W Relay Valve 
and additional C2W Relay Valve. 

 
1.3.1 chih pkftZaxchih pkftZaxchih pkftZaxchih pkftZax    BP Charging 
 

In release position of the A-9 Automatic Brake Valve, which is used for controlling 
locomotive and train brakes, the main reservoir air flows to its regulating portion which is 
reduced to a pre-determined pressure of 5.0 kg/cm2. The regulated air pressure flow through 
the A-9 brake valve, MU-2B valve and then to the control port of the additional C2W relay 
valve. The air brake pipe (BP) is charged rapidly through the additional C2W relay valve to 
5.0 kg/cm2. 

 
The brake cylinder pressure exhausts through the C2W relay valve and thus releases 

the locomotive brake via the C2W relay valve.  
 
1.3.2 Lopkfyr ,vj czsdLopkfyr ,vj czsdLopkfyr ,vj czsdLopkfyr ,vj czsd    Automatic Air Brake (By A-9)  
 
1.3.2.1   czsd yxkukczsd yxkukczsd yxkukczsd yxkuk    Brake application  
 

When it is desired to simultaneously apply the locomotive and train brakes, the 
Automatic Brake Valve A-9 is moved into the service brake zone permitting the control air 
pressure to drop at a service rate at the automatic brake valve exhaust port. This operates the 
additional C2W relay valve to reduce the brake pipe air at faster rate. The C3W distributor 
valve applies the train brakes through the C2W relay valve. The brakes are applied due to 
reduction of brake pipe pressure.  

 
After the desired brake pipe reduction has been made, the automatic brake valve and 

the additional C2W relay valve will lap. In lap position of the valves the brakes are held 
applied throughout the train until a further brake pipe reduction or charging is made and the 
A-9 brake valve and the additional C2W relay valve exhaust ports to the atmosphere are 
closed thereby stopping further reduction in the brake pipe pressure. At the C2W relay 
valve, the control pipe pressure will open the supply valve and permit the main reservoir air 
to flow to the brake cylinders until equalization is achieved across the diaphragm of the 
C2W relay valve. When equalization is achieved, the supply valve will be closed, cutting of 
the main reservoir supply air to the brake cylinder. 

 
In the event of a leakage in the brake cylinder, the diaphragm piston of the C2W 

relay valve will again move to allow the main reservoir supply air to recharge the brake 
cylinder to maintain the pressure at the desired level. 
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1.3.2.2   czsd fjyht ,oa jhpktZ djukczsd fjyht ,oa jhpktZ djukczsd fjyht ,oa jhpktZ djukczsd fjyht ,oa jhpktZ djuk    Brake Release and Recharge 

To release the brakes after automatic brake application, the A-9 automatic brake 
valve is moved to release position thereby opening the inlet valve of the regulating portion 
of the A-9 brake valve to supply air to the control pipe of the additional C2W relay valve, 
which in turn will operate and supply air at a faster rate to the brake pipe as described 
before. The increase in the brake pipe pressure operates the C3W Distributor valve, which 
connects the C2W relay valve to open the exhaust port. Thus the brake cylinder pressure 
will flow to the exhaust at the C2W relay valve exhaust port. 

1.3.2.3   vkikrdkyhu czsd yxkukvkikrdkyhu czsd yxkukvkikrdkyhu czsd yxkukvkikrdkyhu czsd yxkuk    Emergency brake application 

When it is desired to make the shortest possible stop, the automatic brake valve is 
moved to the emergency position, opening the air brake pipe directly to the atmosphere at 
the brake pipe vent valve. The rapid reduction in the brake pipe pressure operates the C3W 
distributor valve to quickly connect the regulated air pressure to the locomotive brake 
cylinders through the 24A double check valve and the C2W relay valve and also applies the 
brakes on the air-braked train. 

Release after emergency takes place in the same way as described under ‘Brake 
Release and Recharge’. 

1.3.3 Lora= ,vj czsdLora= ,vj czsdLora= ,vj czsdLora= ,vj czsd    Independent Air Brake (By SA-9) 

The locomotives brakes may be operated independent of the train brakes at any time 
by proper movement of the SA-9 Independent brake valve handle. The SA-9 independent 
brake valve is connected through a double check valve to the C2W relay valve that controls 
the brake cylinder pressure build up. 

1.3.3.1  czsd yxkukczsd yxkukczsd yxkukczsd yxkuk    Brake Application 

If it is desired to apply the locomotive brakes only, the SA-9 independent brake 
handle is moved to the application zone. This allows the main reservoir supply air to flow 
through the double check valve, separating the two SA-9 independent brake valves, the 
independent application and release pipe and through the double check valve to actuate the 
C2W relay valve which will supply air pressure to the brake cylinders in proportion to the 
brake valve handle movement. 

1.3.3.2   czsd fjyht+czsd fjyht+czsd fjyht+czsd fjyht+ djuk djuk djuk djuk    Brake Release 

To release the locomotive brakes, the SA-9 independent brake valve is moved 
towards the release position, venting the air in the brake cylinder control pipe to the C2W 
relay valve, at the independent brake valve, in proportion to the brake handle movements, 
thus allowing the C2W relay valve to connect the brake cylinder air pressure to exhaust at 
the C2W relay valve. Thus the locomotive brakes may be gradually applied or released 
with SA-9 independent brake valve without affecting the train brakes. 

1.3.4 ,vj ¶yks ladsrd,vj ¶yks ladsrd,vj ¶yks ladsrd,vj ¶yks ladsrd    Air Flow Indicator 

The air flow indicator adaptor has been provided at the main reservoir at inlet port 1 
of additional C2W relay valve to indicate the brake pipe airflow conditions of the train. The 
flow indicator is pneumatically connected with air flow indicator adapter and provides an 
indication to the driver in case of train parting, alarm pulling and heavy leakage in the brake 
pipe or rear end brake application. 
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1.4 ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd okYookYookYookYo    A-9 AUTOMATIC BRAKE VALVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The A-9 Automatic Brake Valve is a compact self-lapping, pressure maintaining 

brake valve which is capable of graduating the application or release of locomotive and train 
brakes. The A-9 Automatic Brake Valve has five positions: Release, Minimum reduction, 
Full Service, Over-reduction, and Emergency. The Full service application position is 
preceded by a zone in which brake pipe air is supplied or exhausted in proportion to brake 
valve handle movement through this zone, thus providing the graduation of an automatic 
application or release of the locomotive and train brakes. 

 
The A-9 Automatic Brake Valve consists of a self-lapping regulating portion, which 

supplies or exhausts the brake pipe pressure, and a vent valve which is actuated only when 
the brake valve handle is placed in Emergency position for the purpose of venting brake 
pipe pressure at an emergency rate. 

 
The A-9 Automatic Brake Valve is provided with an adjusting handle or set screw 

which serves to permit the proper adjustment of the automatic brake valve to supply brake 
pipe air to the required operating pressure. 

 

INLET VALVE 

VENT 
VALVE 

EXHAUST VALVE 

Figure 1   

PORTS 
 

30     MAIN RESERVOIR 
1       BRAKE PIPE 
5       EQUALISING RESERVOIR 

ADJUSTMENT 

 

30     

1       

5       

HANDLE 
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1.4.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the operation 

i)  Brake pressure setting 

5 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 RDSO Instruction Bulletins 
MP.AR.09, SEP 84 

2. Reduction of brake pressure: 

a) Minimum reduction. 

b) Full service 

c) Over reduction 

 

0.5 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 

1.2 to 1.5 Kg/cm2 

2.0 to 2.6 Kg/cm2 

 

3. Maximum BC pressure 1.8 Kg/cm2 For conventional 
locomotives  

4. Leakage test (in release position 
during charging) 

No leakage -- 

5. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

6. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

7. Check the condition of latch. Good  

8. Check the condition of Cam-
Dog. 

Good  

9. Check the tightness of Allen 
Screw. 

Tightened  

10. Check tightness of Adjusting 
Knob and seal it. 

Tightened & 
Sealed 

 

 
 
1.5 ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd okYookYookYookYo    SA-9 INDEPENDENT BRAKE VALVE 

 
The SA-9 Independent Brake Valve consists of a self-lapping regulating portion, 

which supplies or exhausts the air pressure for piloting the graduated application or release 
of brake cylinder pressure on locomotive. The Brake Valve has two positions: Release and 
Application. The application position consists of a zone in which regulated air pressure is 
supplied or exhausted in proportion to brake valve handle movement through this zone thus 
piloting and graduating the brake cylinder pressure during an independent application or 
release. The self lapping regulating portion of the SA9 Independent Brake Valve is actuated 
by the brake valve handle stem. 

 
The SA-9 Independent Brake Valve is provided with an adjusting handle or set 

screw which serves to permit the proper adjustment of the maximum compressed air for 
locomotive independent brake application. 
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1.5.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the operation 

i)  Brake cylinder pressure setting 

 

3.5 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 

 

RDSO SMI 197, 1998 

2. Leakage test  No leakage -- 

3. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

4. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

5. Check the condition of latch. Good  

6. Check the condition of Cam-Dog. Good  

7. Check the tightness of Allen 
Screw. 

Tightened  

8. Check tightness of Adjusting Knob 
and seal it. 

Tightened & 
Sealed 

 

 

 

EXHAUST VALVE 

PORTS 
 

7       CONTROL RESERVOIR  
1       BRAKE PIPE 
30     RESERVOIR 
20     APPLICATION AND RELEASE PIPE 

INLET VALVE 
QUICK 
RELEASE 
VALVE 

 

7      
1 
30       

20      

Figure 2  
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1.6 ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj okYookYookYookYo    F-1 SELECTOR VALVE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The F-l Selector Valve performs the function of arranging the brake equipment on 

the locomotive to lead or trail, other types of brake equipments and ensures operation of 
brakes in the trail locomotive / locomotives when initiated from the lead locomotive. It also 
performs the function of protecting a trailing locomotive brake application by automatically 
resetting the brake control to lead position, in the event of a separation between locomotive 
units. 

 
The selector valve consists of three sections. The protection “B” valve 6 is controlled 

by pipe No. 15. The transfer "A" & "C" Valves 12 & 9 are controlled by air pressure in 
pipes No. 53 and 63. Operation of the selector valve is under the control of the MU-2B 
Valve. 

 

63 
53 
20 
15 
  4 
16 
 
30 

14 
 
12       

63    53     20    15       4     16     30     14    12       

PORTS 
 

4       AUTO BRAKE CONTROL PIPE 
12    EMERGENCY PIPE 
14    BRAKE CYLINDER EQUALISING PIPE 
15    MR EQUALISING PIPE 
16    APPLICATION PIPE 
20    INDEPENDENT APPLICATION AND RELEASE PIPE 
30    BRAKE CYLINDER PIPE 
53    M.U. CONTROL PIPE 
63    M.U. INTERLOCK PIPE 

Figure 3 

LEAD 
 

 
TRAIL OR DEAD 
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1.6.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 
1. All rubber items To be replaced by 

100% 
RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

2. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. Check the body visually for any 
crack/ damage. 

No crack/ damage  

4. Check the operation 
a) Lead position: 

i.   Connect dry compressed air 
at 10 kg/cm2 port no. 15 and 
check at port no. 4 & 16. 

ii.  Connect dry compressed air 
at port 30 and check at port 
14. 

b) Trail or dead position: 
i.   Connect dry compressed air 

at 10 kg/cm2 port no. 53 and 
check at port no. 14. 

ii.  Under condition (b) (i) apply 
air pressure to port 14. 

 
 
Air should come out 
from port no. 4 & 16. 
 
Air should come out 
from port no. 14. 

 

Valve should operate 
and air should come 
out from port no. 14. 
 
Air should come out 
from port no.16 & 20. 

 

5. Leakage test with different working 
pressure with soap and water 
solution. 

No leakage -- 

 
 
1.7 lh&2&MCyw fjlh&2&MCyw fjlh&2&MCyw fjlh&2&MCyw fjys ys ys ys okYookYookYookYo    C-2-W RELAY VALVE  

 

The C-2-W Relay Valve/ A29 is a high capacity remote controlled pneumatic device 
which serves to relay in large quantity main air reservoir pressure to the operating system or 
exhaust the latter in accordance with the control air supplied from another pneumatic device 
located at a distance. The C-2-W Relay Valve is a diaphragm operated, self-lapping valve 
and is used for two different circuits in brake system on next page: 

A.  Quickly relay the independent straight air brake application and release for  
the locomotive as and when initiated through the SA-9 Independent Brake Valve. 

B.  Relay and maintain the brake pipe (BP) air requirement for complete air braked 
train as initiated through the A-9 Automatic Brake Valve. 

The same valve with 6 mm choke on its exhaust is used as additional C-2-W relay 
Valve / A-31 (6 mm choke as per RDSO SMI 197-1998). 
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1.7.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

2. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. Check the operation 

Misc. item of RDSO MP.-476/83 
of June, 83) 

a) Apply 10Kg./cm2 at port 1. 

 

 

b) With condition (a) apply 5 
kg/ cm2 pressure at port 2 & 
check that. 

 

 
 

No air should 
leak through 
port no.2 & 3. 
 

Air from port 1 
should flow 
through port 3. 

 

4. Leakage test with soap and water 
solution 

No leakage  

5. Check visually for any crack/ 
Damage. 

No Crack/ No 
Damage. 

 

 

 

PORTS 
 

1      SUPPLY 
2      CONTROL 
3      DELIVERY 
EX    EXHAUST 

EXHAUST 
VALVE 

SUPPLY 
VALVE 

2 
EX 

3 
 

1 

Figure 4 
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1.8 ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch okYookYookYookYo    MU-2B VALVE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The MU-2B Valve is a manually operated, two positions and multi-ported valve 

arranged with a pipe bracket and is used in brake equipment for multiple unit service 
between locomotives equipped with similar system. The MU2B Valve governs the functions 
of other pneumatic device, the F-1 selector valve, which enables equipment of one 
locomotive to be controlled by that of another and also controls the movement of the VA-l 
release valve. The two positions used in the MU-2B valve are "LEAD" and "TRIAL or 
DEAD” 
 

1.8.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

2. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. Check visually for any crack/ Damage. No Crack/ Damage  

4. Check the operation 
c) Lead position: 

i.   Connect dry compressed air at port 63 & 
check at port 53. 

ii.  Ensure that port 30 is connected to 
exhaust. 

d) Trail or dead position: 
i.   Connect dry compressed air at port 63 & 

check at port 30. 
ii.  Ensure that port 53 is connected to exhaust. 

 
 
Air should come 
out from port 53 
Connected 
 
Air should come 
out from port 30 
Connected 

 

5. Leakage test with soap and water solution. No leakage  

 

53   63   30     2        20            3         13 
 

Figure 5 
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53     MULTIPLE UNIT INTERLOCK PIPE    
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30     MULTIPLE UNIT CONTROL PIPE 
2       INDEPENDENT APPLICATION AND RELEASE PIPE     
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 3     CHARGING PIPE (B.V.)      
13    CHARGING PIPE (B.P.)      
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1.9 lh&3&MCyw fMLVªhC;wVj lh&3&MCyw fMLVªhC;wVj lh&3&MCyw fMLVªhC;wVj lh&3&MCyw fMLVªhC;wVj okYookYookYookYo    C-3-W DISTRIBUTOR VALVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6 
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The C3W Distributor Valve with passenger/ goods change-over cock, support 
reservoir, isolating cock and Filter is used in locomotive brake system for operation of 
graduated release automatic braking in the locomotive and synchronized braking throughout 
the train with similar brake system for either passenger or goods service. The 
passenger/goods change-over cock, a part of the C3W Distributor Valve, enables the driver 
of the locomotive to quickly change over to the passenger or goods condition, and thus 
makes the locomotive suitable for both the passenger and goods trains from braking point of 
view. 

 
The support reservoir is permanently mounted on the locomotive. The incoming and 

outgoing pipe connections are terminated at one end of the support reservoir and on the 
other end the C3W Distributor valve with P/G change-over cock is mounted, advantage 
being that the distributor valve can be removed for repair or replacement without 
distributing the pipe connections. The filter element and the isolating cock are fitted 
underneath the support reservoir.  

 
Brake application and release are achieved by reducing and increasing the pressure 

in the brake pipe (BP) with the help of the Driver's Brake valve.  
 

The distributor valve broadly performs the following functions: 

i. Charging the system to regime pressure during normal running condition. 

ii.  Graduated brake application, when pressure in BP is reduced in steps. 

iii.  Graduated brake release, when the pressure in BP is increased in steps and 
recharging the auxiliary reservoir in single pipe system. 

iv. Quick service propagation of reduction of pressure in BP through the length 
of the train. 

v. Limiting the maximum brake cylinder (BC) pressure for a full /service 
application or for an emergency application. 

vi. Controlling the times of application & release, depending on service 
conditions, i.e. for freight or passenger. 

vii.  Facilitating complete discharge of air from the system with the help of the 
manual operating lever and thus complete release of brakes. 

viii.  Complete train brake release with the help of vacuum in the BP. 

ix. Overcharge protection to the control reservoir (CR) when the BP pressure is 
quickly increased to above 5 bar for a period of 50 secs. in freight service and 
15 secs. in passenger service. 

 
1.9.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 
1. All rubber items To be replaced 

by 100% 
RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

2. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

3. Check the operation OK  

4. Check the leakage with soap & 
water solution 

No leakage  
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S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

5. Check the body visually for any 
crack/ Damage. 

No Crack/ No 
Damage. 

 

6. Check the operation on test bench 
along with Auto brake valve (A-9) 

 Ref. RDSO-SKDP-
2409 

7. Check the operation on SIL test 
rig with MR supply 10 kg./cm2  
on guage P-1 and pressure 
regulator R-1 set at 6 kg./cm2  & 
pressure regulator R-2 set at 5 
kg./cm2 . 

 

Test results as 
per SIL C3W 
Test Rack 
Standards. 

 

 
1.10 vkWVks vkblksysfVax vkWVks vkblksysfVax vkWVks vkblksysfVax vkWVks vkblksysfVax okYookYookYookYo     AUTO ISOLATING VALVE 
 

The Auto Isolating Valve is an air-operated remote-controlled cut-out valve used for 
isolating and venting equipment, charged with the compressed air. The control air signal is 
given by the operation of an electro-magnet valve which is usually energised through an 
independent switch under the driver's control. The electro-magnet valve may be of either 
energised to close or energised to open type, as required. 

 
In a locomotive fitted with vacuum-controlled straight air brake or automatic air 

brake system, the Auto Isolating Valve is used in conjunction with a magnet valve as a 
brake cylinder cut-out magnet valve to enable the locomotive brakes to be released, 
independent of the train brakes, either partially or fully, after an automatic application has 
been initiated. This feature renders a locomotive suitable for its independent operation after 
isolating from the trailing stock when the train has come to a hault by the application of 
automatic brake. The driver also gets a better control over the locomotive brake 
independently by this arrangement while hauling a trailing stock. 

 
1.10.1 vksvksvksvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body & threads for any 
damage/ cracks. 

No crack/ No damage  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

4. Test the valve on test bench & 
check for proper working. 

Working properly  

5. Check for any air leakage with 
soap & water solution.  

No leakage  
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1.11 bZ&3 czsd ,Iyhds’ku bZ&3 czsd ,Iyhds’ku bZ&3 czsd ,Iyhds’ku bZ&3 czsd ,Iyhds’ku okYookYookYookYo@vkbZ@vkbZ@vkbZ@vkbZ----ihihihih----    okokokokYoYoYoYo  
E-3 BRAKE APPLICATION VALVE  / I.P. VALVE (ROTEX MODEL 3054 C) 

 
E-3 Brake Application valve in conjunction with a magnet valve was used for 

venting the brake pipe air to apply automatic brakes, whenever dynamic brake fails to apply 
in the locomotive. This valve is replaced by I. P. valve Rotex Model 3054 C. This valve 
operates and vents the BP air to atmosphere at much faster rate, and hereby initiates 
emergency brake application in the locomotive. 

 
1.12 Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd okYookYookYookYo     D-1 EMERGENCY BRAKE VALVE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The D-l Emergency Brake Valve is manually operated device which provides a 

means of initiating an emergency brake application. 

The two pipe connections to the emergency brake valve are the air brake pipe and 
the vacuum brake pipe. During normal train operation the operating handle is positioned to 
seat the valve seats. When the handle is pulled, the handle lever lifts the vacuum valve off 
its seat and in the same movement pushes a plunger to unseat the air valve. Thus, the air 
brake pipe and vacuum brake pipe are simultaneously connected to atmosphere, causing an 
emergency air brake application and immediate vacuum brake application. 

The D-l Emergency Brake Valve handle must be manually reset to seat the air and 
vacuum valves before the brake can be released. 

When installed the D-l Emergency Brake Valve handle should be in a vertical 
position so that the vacuum valve rests closed on its seat. 

 
1.12.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the body visually for 
any crack/ Damage. 

No Crack/ No Damage.  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 100% RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 100% RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 2002 

 

 

VACUUM VALVE 

Figure 7 

TO VACUUM BRAKE PIPE 

AIR VALVE 

TO AIR BRAKE PIPE 

HANDLE 
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S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

4. Check the handle and provide proper pin.   

5. Check the operation on test bench: 

i. Time taken for BP dropping up to 2.5 
kg./cm2 . 

ii.  Time taken for BC pressure build up to 
95% of maximum BC pressure. 

a. C3W on Passenger position 

b. C3W on Goods position 

 

2 to 4 sec. 

 
 

7 to 10 sec. 

25 to 30 sec. 

 

RDSO/ MP/ 
MI – 138, Feb 
1988 

 

---do--- 

---do--- 

6. Check for any air leakage with soap & water 
solution.  

No leakage  

 
1.13 ls¶Vh ls¶Vh ls¶Vh ls¶Vh okYookYookYookYo çdkj bZ1@ts1@Vh2@Vh çdkj bZ1@ts1@Vh2@Vh çdkj bZ1@ts1@Vh2@Vh çdkj bZ1@ts1@Vh2@Vh     SEFETY VALVE TYPE E l /J l/ T2/ T 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safety- valves are used in the brake system to protect the compressors, main 

reservoir and other piping of the system from excessive pressure. (When the governor fails 
to function, the safety valve blows off to protect the system by relieving the main reservoirs, 
compressors and associated piping from excessive pressure). 

 

 

Figure 7 
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The J1 (MR) Safety Valve, installed vertically in the main reservoir system, vents 
pressure at a predetermined setting to atmosphere in order to prevent excessive main 
reservoir pressure buildup. 

 
The type T2 Safety Valve is a small compact safety valve used for protecting 

Auxiliary air reservoirs or other equipment against pressure. Valves are available to cover 
pressures set between 5 and 180 I b./ sq. inch. Nipples are available screwed 1/ 4", 3/8", 
1/2", 3/4" or 1" B.S.P. (Taper) thread. 

 
1.13.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the body visually for any 
crack/ Damage. 

No Crack/ No 
Damage. 

 

2. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

Compressor Safety Valve 

3. Check the operation:- 

a) Blows off at 

b) Closes at  

 

11.5 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 

10.5 to 10.8 Kg/cm2 

RDSO/ MP/ MI – 
138, Feb 1988 

 

Main Reservoir Safety Valve 

4. Check the operation:- 

a)  Blows off  at 

      b) Closes at  

 

10.5 ± 0.1 Kg/cm2 

9.5 to 9.8 Kg/cm2 

RDSO/ MP/ MI – 
138, Feb 1988 

 

Auxiliary Compressor Safety Valve 

5. Check the operation 

a)  Starts blowing at 

b)  Closing pressure 

 

8.5 ± 0.1 Kg/Cm2. 

7.5 to 7.8 Kg/Cm2. 

RDSO/ MP/ MI – 
138, Feb 1988 

 

6. Leakage test  

(To be checked before the 
blowing stage) 

No leakage  
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1.14 Mh&1 vkWVksesfVd Mªsu Mh&1 vkWVksesfVd Mªsu Mh&1 vkWVksesfVd Mªsu Mh&1 vkWVksesfVd Mªsu okYookYookYookYo     D-1 AUTOMATIC DRAIN VALVE 
 

The D-1 Automatic Drain Valve automatically discharges precipitated moisture from 
a reservoir with each operating cycle of the control device. The drain valve may be installed 
on main reservoir, after coolers with a sump. This operates for a few seconds during each 
operating cycle of the compressor governor. 
 

1.14.1  vksojgkWfvksojgkWfvksojgkWfvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check visually for any crack/ 
Damage. 

No Crack/ No Damage.  

2. Clean the nozzle with 
compressed air. 

Clean  

3. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

4. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 100% RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

5. Check the operation during ‘Cut 
in’ at Cut out’ of CP governor 
(duration of opening of exhaust 
port of the valve) 

a) Loading cycle. 

 

b) Unloading cycle   

 

 

 

 

WAG5 - 8 to 9 secs. 

WAP-1  - 1 sec. 

1 sec. for WAG5. 

8 to 9 secs.  for WAP-1 

 

Ref.MPTP 023/83 
of March,83 for 
WAP-1 

MP. MI- 138, 
FEB.1988 for 
WAG-5 

6. Leakage test with soap water 
solution 

No leakage -- 

 
 
 
1.15 ,u&1 jhM~;wflax ,u&1 jhM~;wflax ,u&1 jhM~;wflax ,u&1 jhM~;wflax okYookYookYookYo    N-1 REDUCING VALVE  
 

The N-1 Reducing valve reduces the pressure of compressed air supply to a constant, 
predetermined value and delivers the same usually for operation of auxiliary devices. The 
valve is diaphragm operated and featured with self lapping and pressure regulating devices. 

 
The only adjustment for the N-1 reducing valve is adjusting screw. Turning the 

screw in raises the delivery pressure. Turning the screw out lowers the delivery pressure. 
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1.15.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the condition of body & threads. Good  

2. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

4. Check free height of regulating spring. (Recon 
make) 

55 ± 1mm  

5. Check free height of valve spring. (Recon 
make) 

35 ± 1mm.  

6. Check joining face, valve body and drain hole 
for leakage. 

No leakage.  

7. OPERATION TEST: 

Apply 10 Kg/cm2. compressed air in the inlet 
port and check pressure in the outlet port. 

Desired set 
pressure 

 

 

 

DIAPHRAGM 
 

Figure 9 

EXHAUST 
 

CONTROL 
SPRING 

IN SUPPLY 

OUT (DELIVERY) 

ADJUSTING SCREW  

INLET AND EXHAUST VALVE UNIT 
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1.16 24&, 3@824&, 3@824&, 3@824&, 3@8”   Mcy pSd   Mcy pSd   Mcy pSd   Mcy pSd okYookYookYookYo     24-A 3/8”     DOUBLE CHECK VALVE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The 24-A Double Check Valve is used to permit a device to be controlled by either 

of two other devices. The double check valve is designed for in-line piping and consists of a 
body containing an integral floating check valve with ‘O’ ring seals. The floating check 
valve responds to air pressure by directing the flow of air from one or other of the 
controlling devices to a common discharge. The check valve also seals air from flowing to 
the non-controlling device. 

 
1.16.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 
1. Check for any damage/ cracks in body and 

threads. 
No crack/ No 
damage. 

-- 

2. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

3. Apply air pressure at one port plugging the 
outlet & check leakage. 

No leakage RDSO Instruction 
Bulletins MP.AR.09 
of Sept. 84. 

4. Apply air pressure at the opposite port 
plugging the out let and check leakage. 

No leakage -- 

5. Check body leakage during test at sr. no. 3 
& 4 

No leakage  

 
1.17 M~;wIySDl pSd M~;wIySDl pSd M~;wIySDl pSd M~;wIySDl pSd okYookYookYookYo     DUPLEX CHECK VALVE  
 

1.17.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 
1. Check for any damage/ cracks 

in body. 
No crack/ No damage. -- 

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 100%RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 2002 
3. Check the operation: 

                 Operating pressure  
 
4.9 + 0.1 Kg/cm2 

 
RDSO MP.AR.09, Sept. 84. 

4. Check body leakage during 
charging in release position. 

No leakage  

 

 
Figure 10  
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1.18 1-1/4” pSd pSd pSd pSd okYookYookYookYo ¼ukWu fjVuZ  ¼ukWu fjVuZ  ¼ukWu fjVuZ  ¼ukWu fjVuZ okYookYookYookYo½½½½@@@@ 1-1/4” CHECK VALVE (NON RETURN VALVE)    
 
Check valves (Non-return valves) are used in pneumatic brake system to allow 

compressed air to flow in one direction only. The 1-1/4” check valve is soft seated (metal to 
Teflon) suitable for high temperature and is generally used in compressor delivery line. 
When compressed air flows in the right direction, the valve of the check valve lifts by the 
upward air force acting underneath the valve and allows air to pass through the outlet 
connection. In case of reverse flow, the valve is pressed on its seat tightly due to air pressure 
acting on top face of the valve. 

 
1.18.1  vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the condition of threads. Good  

2. Check the condition of brass piston 
assembly. 

Good  

3. Check the condition of Teflon seat and 
replace if required. 

Good  

4. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

5. Apply air pressure to the out let connection 
and check for leakage at the inlet side and 
cap joint. 

No leakage.  

6. Apply air pressure to the inlet side and 
check for free flow of air through the 
valve. 

OK  

7. Discharge time of NRV from 10.0 Kg/cm2 

to 0.0  Kg/cm2. 
Not more than 45 
sec. 

 

 
 
1.19 1-1/4” dV vkWQ ,axy dkWddV vkWQ ,axy dkWddV vkWQ ,axy dkWddV vkWQ ,axy dkWd     1-1/4” CUT-OFF ANGLE COCK  
 

1-1/4” Cut-off angle cocks are provided at the either end of brake and feed pipes on 
each loco and vehicles forming the train. Whenever a wagon or loco is to be uncoupled, the 
angle cocks on the loco as well as the adjacent vehicle are closed to isolate the brake and 
feed pipes. In closed position, the angle cocks exhaust the air trapped in the hose pipe 
making it safe for personnel while uncoupling the locomotive/ vehicle. 

 
The angle cocks are of ball type ensuring better sealing against leakage and 

facilitating easy maintenance. The handle of angle cock is of self locking type to prevent any 
movement from open to close position or vice-versa due to vibration during service. 

 
BP Angle Cock Colour – Green 

FP Angle Cock Colour – White  
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1.19.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the body and threads for crack and 
damage. 

No crack/ no 
damage. 

 

2. Check all the parts for crack and damage 
& replace with good one if needed. 

Good  

3. Check the valve seat (art No.08279441 
item No.8 of stone India) for any damage. 

No damage.  

4. All rubber items To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

5. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced 
by 100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

6. Check for any leakage by applying 
compressed air at 10.0 Kg/cm2 to supply 
port with the handle in close position. 

a. The handle of the plug. 
b. The cap joint. 
c. The open end port. 

 
 
 

No leakage 
No leakage 
No leakage. 

 

 

 

Figure 11  
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1.20 Vh &Vh &Vh &Vh &LVªsuj LVªsuj LVªsuj LVªsuj  STRAINER TYPE-T 
 
Type T Strainers are fitted in compressed air pipe lines to eliminate the failures the 

pressure switches and pneumatic valves due to ingress of dust, metallic scales etc. To 
improve the reliability of  pneumatic circuit, the existing horsehair/ nylon filter element in 
the existing ‘T’ type air strainer are replaced with more effective sintered bronze element as 
per RDSO modification sheet No.RDSO/2008/EL/MS/0359, Rev.’0’ dtd. 07.04.2008.  

 

As per the above modification sheet following maintenance and tests shall be carried 
out. 

Testing parameters 
a. Operating Pressure    - 10.0 kg/cm2 
b. Pressure Drop in clean condition (Initial)  - 0.1 kg/cm2 max. 
c. Filtration capacity    - 50 Micron 
d. Temperature suitable upto   - 200°C 
e. Porosity by volume    - 35.50% 
f. Density     - 4.5 – 6.5 gm/cc 
 
Procedure for cleaning the Filter Element: 
 

‘IA’ Schedule 
i. Run pressurized water 3 - 4 kg/cm2 through inside of element. 
ii.  Let compressed air 3-4 kg/cm2 through inside of element. 
iii.  Dry it. 

 
2nd ‘IC’ schedule 
i. Acid dip for 30 seconds in water solution of HNO3 10% and H2SO4 35%. 
ii.  Run pressurized water 3-4 kg/cm2 through inside of element. 
iii.  Run compressed air 3-4 kg/cm2 through inside of element. 
iv. Dip for surface treatment in water solution of K2Cr2O7 (Potassium 

Dichromate) 10% & H2SO4 5% for 10 to 15 seconds. 
v. Flash out acid ion with pressurized water (3-4) kg/cm2 
vi. Run compressed air 3-4 kg/cm2 through  and drain water. 
vii.  Dry it. 

 
1.21 ,vj ¶yks est,vj ¶yks est,vj ¶yks est,vj ¶yks estffffjax jax jax jax okYookYookYookYo    AIR FLOW MEASURING VALVE  
 

The air flow measuring valve is fitted on locomotives equipped with air flow 
indicator to operate trains fitted with automatic air brakes. It also gives a visual indication of 
the amount of air flowing into the brake pipe.  

  
It has three connections, one for main air supply pipe, the second for drivers brake 

valve and the third connection for indicator gauge and pressure switch. 
 

The assembly also includes a check valve comprising a rubber disc valve follower 
which may be held close against a seat in the body by a spring, or may be lifted off its seat if 
the air pressure underneath is sufficient to overcome the spring force. 
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1.21.1   vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body visually or any crack/ 
damage. 

No crack/ No damage.  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

4. Check the operation at 10.0 kg/cm2. OK  

5. Leakage test with soap water 
solution. 

No leakage  

6. Check air flow on 4mm leak hole 
and check the working of ACP 
through Air flow. 

Minimum Air flow 100 
Wagon & Buzzer 
should sound. 

 

 
 
1.22 oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht okYookYookYookYo    VA-1 RELEASE VALVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The VA –1 Release valve without choke is used as a remote controlled cut-off cock. 
It is installed in the vacuum brake pipe line between the VA-1-A/VA-1-B control valve and 
the vacuum brake pipe. On a lead unit, the VA-1 release valve is held open by supply air, 
delivered form an auxiliary device. On a trail unit, the VA-1 release valve remain closed and 
is held open only during release of an automatic brake by the brake pipe pressure supplied 
form another auxiliary device. 

Figure 12  
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1.23 ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj okYookYookYookYo    HB-5 RELAY AIR VALVE 
 

The HB-5 Relay air Valve is a pneumatic, double piloted, three-way valve that 
changes the air passages through it when air pressure of a predetermined amount or more is 
in the control chamber. It is used in a number of ways for a variety of purposes. The three 
basic uses are: 

 
1. As a non-graduated relay, to provide large flow of air from a separate source when 

piloted by a small amount of control air and to stop this flow of air when the control 
pressure is vented. 

2. As an interlock to govern the flow of air in one circuit by placing its control in 
another independent air circuit. 

3. As sequence valve for such circuit functions as timing, cycling etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.23.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body visually or any 
crack/ damage. 

No crack/ No damage.  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 100% RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

3. All spring items (during 
IOH) 

To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

4. Check the operation 

a)  Operates at 

360-410 mm of Hg. RDSO Instruction MP.MI-
138, FEB.1988 

5. Leakage test  No leakage -- 

 

Figure 13  
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1.24 ,,,,p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj okYookYookYookYo    HS-4 CONTROL AIR VALVE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The HS-4 Control air valve, which delivers a constant, uniform, predetermined air 

pressure, usually serves to regulate the operation of another device in the equipment. In 
addition, the air delivered through the valve may be used to operate auxiliary devices. 

 
1.24.1 vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body visually or any 
crack/ damage. 

No crack/ No 
damage. 

 

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

4. Check the setting of valve at 
pressure. 
 

1.5 ±0.1 kg/cm2 
(for WAP1) 
1.4 to 1.7 Kg/cm2 
for WAG-5 A&B. 

 
 

RDSO Instruction 
Bulletins MP.AR.09. 

5. Leakage test  No leakage -- 

Figure 14  
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1.25 ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV okYookYookYookYo    A-1 DIFFERENTIAL PILOT VALVE 
 

The A-1 differential pilot valve automatically operates the vacuum release valve to 
restore the vacuum in the vacuum brake pipe and release the trailing stock vacuum brakes 
when the air brake pipe is recharged. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.25.1  vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 
S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body visually or any 
crack/ damage. 

No crack/ No damage.  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 Rev.01, 
2002 

3. All spring items (during 
IOH) 

To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 Rev.01, 
2002 

4. Leakage test with soap & 
water solution 

No leakage -- 

5. Check the operation during at 
5.0 kg/cm2. 

It should operate 
 

 

6. Check the reservoir visually 
for any damage/ crack & 
clean it. 

No Crack/ No 
Damage 

 

CHECK VALVE SPRING 

 

Figure 15  
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1.26 oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy okYookYookYookYo    VA-1B CONTROL VALVE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The VA-1B Control Valve proportions the amount of vacuum in the vacuum brake 
pipe to the air pressure in the compressed air brake pipe on the locomotives and acts as a 
pilot valve to operate the train vacuum brake, thus securing an application simultaneously 
with, and in proportion to, the locomotive air brake application.  

 

The VA-1B Control Valve also includes release interlock valve portion which 
controls the VA-1 Release valve on the trailing units as a cut-off valve when the vacuum in 
the vacuum brake pipe has been restored, and also ensures operation of PCO & Dynamic 
switch in the event of break-in-two in a vacuum braked train. 
 

1.26.1  vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check body visually or any crack/ damage. No crack/ No damage.  

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. All spring items (during IOH) To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

4. Check the operation: 

Create vacuum unbalance of 10 to 15 cm. 

 

It should operate 

MP.-476/83 of 
June, 83 

5. Leakage test  No leakage -- 

 

 

Figure 16  
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1.27 8” X 8” ;w,,p czsd flys.Mj;w,,p czsd flys.Mj;w,,p czsd flys.Mj;w,,p czsd flys.Mj    8” X 8” UAH BRAKE CYLINDER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The UAH brake cylinder includes a piston and rod so designed that when it is 

connected to suitable brake rigging will provide force through the rigging to the brake shoes 
an amount proportional to the air pressure admitted to the pressure side of the piston. 

 
The 8" x 8" UAH Brake cylinder, having 8" nominal diameter for the piston, under 

normal working condition should not be allowed to extend beyond 5", when the brake 
rigging is not fitted with automatic slack adjuster. 

 
1.28 ,vj ,vj ,vj ,vj czsd gkWtczsd gkWtczsd gkWtczsd gkWt difyax ¼chih ,oa ,Qih½ difyax ¼chih ,oa ,Qih½ difyax ¼chih ,oa ,Qih½ difyax ¼chih ,oa ,Qih½    AIR BRAKE HOSE COUPLING(BP & FP) 
 

Air Brake Hose couplings are used in between two vehicles for continuation of brake 
pipe and feed pipe lines. Each air brake hose coupling consists of a specially manufactured 
rubber hose clamped over a nipple on the one end and a coupling head on the other end. 
Rubber sealing washers are provided on the outlet ports of coupling head. The coupling 
heads of BP and FP types are of opposite design so that they cannot be coupled even 
inadvertently to one another. For ease of identification the respective coupling heads have 
integrally cast letters "BP" and "FP" and the hose couplings are painted green for "BP" and 
white for "FP".  

 
1.29 U;wQksfuU;wQksfuU;wQksfuU;wQksfud gkWuZd gkWuZd gkWuZd gkWuZ    PNEUPHONIC HORN 

 
Like the brake system, the horn apparatus is a safety device. It consumes more air 

which may endanger the efficiency of the brakes. If the horn is too weak it has little valve as 
a warning device on level crossings and Yards. 

 
The main reservoir air enters at the MR port. The MR air then enters space by 

deflecting the diaphragm (3) through a small clearance between the bush (2) and the 
diaphragm (3). As the clearance is very small so while MR air enters form space ‘A’ to 
space ‘C’ it subjects the diaphragm into vibrations. These vibrations are then transferred to 
atmospheric air available in space ‘C’ and sound is produced. The tone of the horn can be 
adjusted by screwing –in or screwing –out the cover (10). After the required adjustment is 
mad the cover should be locked by set screw (8) and sealed in position. 

 

Figure 17  
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1.29.1  vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 
 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check condition of horn body and 
components for damage. 

No crack/ No 
damage. 

 

2. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. Check the condition of diaphragm. 

Replace the diaphragm during IOH  

Replace if needed 
 
To be replaced by 
100% 

 
 
RDSO TC/ 29 
Rev.01, 2002 

3. Test horn using compressed air supply 
at various pressures ranging from 5 to 
10 kg/cm2. At all pressures, the tone 
should be clear and distinct. 

Satisfactory RDSO Instruction 
MP.MI-138, 
FEB.1988 

 

5. ELGI horn 

Check the condition of gutter 
spring 

 

Good/ replaced 

 

 
1.30 lSlSlSlSUM btSDVj Vkbi 6,QUM btSDVj Vkbi 6,QUM btSDVj Vkbi 6,QUM btSDVj Vkbi 6,Q    SAND EJECTOR TYPE 6F 
 

Sand ejectors are used for ejection of sand at the point of contact of wheel and rail by 
suitable piping to increase adhesion. It allows restricted sand flow which can be regulated as 
required. 
 

The ejector should be positioned at the lowest point of the sand hopper from which 
the ejector is fed. For efficient operation of the sand ejector, sand used should be dry, clean 
and of proper grade. 

 
The sand ejector being at a lower level, sand will automatically flow by its own 

weigh into the sand ejector and be collected there. When the sanding magnet valve is not 
operated, there will be no admission of air into the ejector and sand will take its own angle 
of repose and be left to rest accordingly unless and until disturbed form external source. 

 
1.30.1   vksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.kvksojgkWfyax tk¡psa ,oa ijh{k.k    Overhauling Checks and Tests 

 

S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

1. Check the body for any crack/ Damage.No Cracks/ Damage.  

2. Check the condition of thread Good  

3. Check the condition of lock plate Good/ replaced  

4. Check the condition of dummy plug. Good/ replaced  

5. All rubber items To be replaced by 
100% 

RDSO TC/ 31 
Rev.01, 2002 
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S.No. Check & Test Standard Reference 

6. Check  

a) Operation between 5 to 
10 kg/cm2 MR pressure. 

b) Rate of sand flow for 
each sander 

 

Satisfactory 

 

0.125 – 0.250 kg./min. 

 

RDSO Instruction 
MP.MI-138, FEB.1988 

---do--- 

 
1.31 ,vj Mªk;j,vj Mªk;j,vj Mªk;j,vj Mªk;j    AIR DRYER 
 

Air dryer is a complete air cleaning and drying system which consist of a pre-
coalescer and twin regenerative desiccant towers that operates simultaneously. Moisture is 
collected in one while the other is being purged, offering a continuous supply of dry air. The 
dryer is electrically timed to operate on a cyclic system. 

 
Compressed air enters the inlet manifold and travel through a coalescing filter. This 

filtering removes significant amount of debris, moisture and oil from the air before it 
reaches the desiccant elements thereby freeing them to remove the water vapour for an 
extended period of time. After going through the desiccant elements, dry air flows through 
the outlet manifold, supplying clean compressed air to the locomotive and train air systems.  

 
It uses principle of regeneration by dry compressed air. The dry air used for 

regeneration is only 10 to 15% of the air dried by the desiccant and rest of the dry air can be 
used for locomotive operations. 

 
RDSO has issued Report No. MP.MI-18, REV. - 02, April – 2008 on 

“Maintenance Instructions for Heatless Regenerative Twin Tower Type Compressed Air 
Dryer For Diesel & Electric Locomotives, EMUs / MEMUs and DEMUs Application”.  

 
1.31.1  fof’k"V ,vj Mªk;j ds flLVe dEiksusUV~lfof’k"V ,vj Mªk;j ds flLVe dEiksusUV~lfof’k"V ,vj Mªk;j ds flLVe dEiksusUV~lfof’k"V ,vj Mªk;j ds flLVe dEiksusUV~l    System Components of a typical Air Dryer 
 

i. Pre-Coalescer: 

A borosilicate or other type of element designed to restrict and collect tiny 
aerosol contaminants, primarily oil and other contaminants, which may prove 
detrimental to the successful operation of any form of desiccant. 

ii.  Desiccant Tower 

The desiccant beads, which extract the moisture from the air, are housed in 
two towers. These are also called desiccant towers. 

iii.  Pressure Switch 

An integral pressure sensing device is located internally to control the air 
drying cycle. The air dryer cycles only when the predetermined pressure is reached. 
If an emergency arises and air pressure drops below the pre determined level cycling 
stops immediately and air flows through the air dryers to support the immediate air 
requirements. 
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iv. Purge valve 

There is one purge valve located at the bottom of each desiccant tower. 
Alternatively, there is a common purge valve connected to both desiccant towers. 
Purge valve allows the regenerative air to discharge moisture through the desiccant 
tower to atmosphere. 

 
v. Humidity Indicator 

 
A colour indicator is located at each outlet check valve as a visual indication 

to monitor the condition of air after passing through each desiccant tower. 
Alternatively, there is a common humidity indicator is located at the outlet of final 
filter. 
 

vi. Final Filter 
 

This is a unit, which removes any dust generated after the air has passed 
through the main dryer system. Alternatively, desiccant may be supplied in a fabric 
cloth bag, which can act as final filter. In such cases, separate final filter will not be 
required. 
 

For detail maintenance procedure, please refer the maintenance manual of 
various makes and RDSO report referred above. 
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v/;k; 2v/;k; 2v/;k; 2v/;k; 2    
CHAPTER 2 

 

vuqj{k.k ,oa vksojgkWfyax ds fy, funsZ’kvuqj{k.k ,oa vksojgkWfyax ds fy, funsZ’kvuqj{k.k ,oa vksojgkWfyax ds fy, funsZ’kvuqj{k.k ,oa vksojgkWfyax ds fy, funsZ’k    
MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAULING INSTRUCTIONS  

 
 

 
2.1 lkekU; flkekU; flkekU; flkekU; funsZ’kunsZ’kunsZ’kunsZ’k     GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

• Individual valve / pneumatic equipment 
should be tested on respective test rack, 
after overhauling and before fitment on 
the locomotives.   

• Ensure that there is no accumulation of 
moisture and other condensate in the 
main reservoirs, dirt collectors, drip 
cups and at any other place in the 
pneumatic circuitry of the locomotive. 

• The drain cocks must be operated to 
ensure complete drainage of the condensate. Auto drain valves fitted on the first and 
second main reservoirs should be checked for operation. 

• Dirt and foreign matter must not be allowed to enter the pipes and equipment. It 
increases wear and result in malfunctioning of the valves, specially the rubber 
components. It also results in excessive leakage in the brake equipment. 

 

2.2 estj 'kestj 'kestj 'kestj 'kss ssM~;wy ds nkSjku yh tkus okyh M~;wy ds nkSjku yh tkus okyh M~;wy ds nkSjku yh tkus okyh M~;wy ds nkSjku yh tkus okyh  lkekU; lko/kkflkekU; lko/kkflkekU; lko/kkflkekU; lko/kkfu;ka ,oa /;ku nsus ;ksX; ckrsau;ka ,oa /;ku nsus ;ksX; ckrsau;ka ,oa /;ku nsus ;ksX; ckrsau;ka ,oa /;ku nsus ;ksX; ckrsa    
GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AND ATTENTION TO BE TAKEN DURIN G MAJOR 
SCHEDULES 

• Whenever a pipe fitting needs replacement, it should be replaced by a standard 
fitting only.  

• Use of hammer and improper size tools should not be made to "do" and "undo" pipe 
joints. 

• If a pipe is required to be changed and needs bending, it should be suitably bent to 
shape on shop floor before fitment on the locomotive Area of cross-section of pipe 
bore at the bend should not get reduced during bending. 

• All pipes, pipe fittings and brake components should be stored in clean, dry and cool 
places. They should be blown with dry compressed air before fitment in the 
locomotives.   

• Pipe line air blowing to be done during major schedules. 

• Vulnerable rusted pipes to be replaced during major schedules. 

• White lead should never be used in making pipe joints. Only approved pipe jointings 
e.g., Teflon tape should be used. 
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• All reservoirs, the period of whose last testing has exceeded the pre-laid down period 
for retesting, should be subjected to hydraulic test. 

 
• Inspection plates of the main reservoirs should not be painted over. 
 
• Unidirectional valves such as check valves, dirt collectors etc., should be correctly 

installed so that arrows cast on the body of the valves, point in normal direction of 
air flow through the valve. 

 
• Silicon grease to be used for overhauling pneumatic valves. 
 
• Petroleum jelly to be used for overhauling throttle valve 
 
• Vent holes of the valves should not be blocked by paint. 
 
• Filters and strainers should be cleaned in a suitable solvent to ensure maximum air 

flow through them. 
 
• While storing the pneumatic valves after 

over-hauling, the port openings should be 
covered with protective covers and shall be 
kept in polythene bags to avoid entering of 
dust / dirt 

 
• To check leakage in the compressed air 

system, the pipe and fitting work should be 
carefully tested with soap and water solution. 
The leakage will show up as a series of 
bubbles. 

 
2.3 jcM+ vOk;oks ds fy;s lkekU; funsZ’kjcM+ vOk;oks ds fy;s lkekU; funsZ’kjcM+ vOk;oks ds fy;s lkekU; funsZ’kjcM+ vOk;oks ds fy;s lkekU; funsZ’k@@@@    GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR RUBBER 

COMPONENTS  
(please refer section 4.12.3 also) 

• Rubber parts to be replaced in kits. 

• Rubber parts to be replaced as per time schedule. 

• first-in-first-out basis  to be adopted in usage of rubber parts. 

• Rubber parts to be supplied in 2-3 time slots, and same to be mentioned in PO in 
view that shelf life of rubber parts is less. 

• Stored rubber parts should be sprayed with french chalk powder. 

• Date of manufacturing must be embossed on the rubber parts by the manufacturer. 

• Rubber parts to be procured only from RDSO approved sources. 
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2.4 QsY;ksj] dkj.k ,oa funku ds fy;s bZ,y,l fot;ckMk }kjk fn;s x;s lq>koQsY;ksj] dkj.k ,oa funku ds fy;s bZ,y,l fot;ckMk }kjk fn;s x;s lq>koQsY;ksj] dkj.k ,oa funku ds fy;s bZ,y,l fot;ckMk }kjk fn;s x;s lq>koQsY;ksj] dkj.k ,oa funku ds fy;s bZ,y,l fot;ckMk }kjk fn;s x;s lq>ko    
FAILURES, CAUSES AND REMEDIAL MEASURES AS SUGGESTED  BY 
ELS VIJAYWADA 

  
S. 
No 

Equipment Failure occurred & its Cause Remedial action taken 

CCA fuse melted due to Air dryer EP 
valve coil got earthed. 

CCAD fuse provided to 
avoid CCA FUSE 
melting. 

01. 

 

Air Dryer & 
Control 
Circuit 

CCDJ melting in leading loco and 
CCA melted in trailing loco due to 
Air dryer incoming cable No. AD401 
earthed. 

All dryers were provided 
with connector and 
flexible hose pipes for 
cables to avoid damage. 

SMGR pipeline leaking near VE1 
coil due to crack in brazed portion in 
SMGR incoming pipeline from 
ZSMS panel to SMGR. 

Cyclic check done to 
check all SMGR pipes. 

Heavy air leakage near SMGR due to 
EVPHGR to SMGR copper pipeline 
broken at bend portion 1” below 
nipple connecting SMGR.  

Ensure the bending of 
copper pipes in proper 
shape and avoiding 
kinks at the bend portion 
and do stress relieving 
after bending the pipes. 

Air leaking from C3W valve pipeline 
at Cab-1 back panel due to C3W 
valve to IP valve BP copper pipeline 
nonstandard thread end piece broken 
at ‘T’ union near IP valve cut out 
cock. 

Thread end pieces of 
standard quality i.e., 
made of seamless pipe 
only to be used.  A 
cyclic check to identify 
the availability of such 
fittings for replacement. 

MR supply pipeline connected to 
cab-1 A9 was broken between ‘T’ 
union and COC and caused air 
leakage.  The pipe was rusted inside 
and not provided with supporting 
clamp. 

One cycle check to 
ensure the availability of 
supporting clamps for 
pipes in the above 
location. 

Heavy air leakage from VEPT-2 
pipeline below strainer union as 
pipeline had given up from strainer 
due to tension and rusted thread piece 
and threads worn-out. This pipeline 
was also having more gap with the 
center locker wall. 

The VEPT pipelines lay 
out should be closer to 
the center locker wall 
with proper clamping.  A 
union should be 
provided between 
strainer and the pipeline.   

02. 

Pneumatic 
pipelines 
and 
connectors 

 

MR pressure dropping due to   air 
leaking from SMGR inside (‘T’ 
joint). MR incoming pipeline to 
SMGR broken at thread end piece 
connected at ‘T’ joint due to rusting. 

Regularly check the 
condition of thread end 
pieces in AOH/IOH 
schedules. 
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S. No. Equipment Failure occurred & its Cause Remedial action taken 

BP pressure dropped to 1 kg/sq. cm. 
since air leaking from exhaust port of 
cab-1 A9 feed valve due to dust/rust 
particles accumulated on ball valve and 
stuck up in the BP emergency valve of 
A9. 

Replaced MS pipes with 
copper pipes between the 
sintered bronze filter, and A9 
and S9 valves.  The sintered 
bronze filters are being cleaned 
as per RDSO guidelines. 

03. 
A9 

valve 
 Heavy air leakage from A9 valve since 

A9 was stuck up in emergency position 
due to dust. 

50 microns sintered bronze 
filters are being used to avoid 
fine dust entry in to the valves.  
Proper cleaning and fitment of 
filters to be ensured in all 
schedules. 

04. 

SA9 0.5 kg/sq. cm BC pressure in release 
position of SA-9.  This caused binding in 
the locomotive in wheel sets no. 2, 3, 4 
&6. Cab-1 SA-9 cam fixing screw was 
slack.  

The tightness of A9 and SA9 
valves regulating cam screws 
should be ensured during all 
schedules. 

DJ tripped with CCPT and CCA melting 
repeatedly due to CP-1 un-loader valve 
coil earthed. (New Rotex make valve) 

Rotex valve being tested on 
test bench and IR values are 
being checked. 

05. 

Pn. Valve 
(Magnet 
valve) 

Heavy air leakage from VEPT-1 due to 
its plunger assembly rubber seating got 
damaged 

Timely replacement of 
overhauling kits. 

06. Horn 

Cab-2 LT horn not working and HT horn 
dull sound due to diaphragm sticking to 
cover gasket and air is escaping through 
the gap between diaphragm and seating. 

In Every schedule horns to be 
tested rigorously and to be 
attended 

07. Pantograph 

PT-2 not rising due to servomotor 
jammed because of cold weather 
condition. 

Pantograph servomotor 
overhauled during AOH and its 
grease type MP3 was changed 
with Siltech type to give better 
performance further no 
problem experienced. 

08. 

Pressure 
Reducing 

Valve 

DJ tripping on notches.  SMGR PRV 
showing 6.5 kg/sq. cm, heavy air leaking 
from SMGR and unable to reduce PRV 
pressure due to puppet valve gasket 
dislocated and having double marking.   

To be replaced if double 
markings are identified during 
overhauling on rubber seating 
and puppet valve etc. 

09. QPH DJ tripped through relay QPH since 
pickup pressure of QPH was found to be 
0.69 kg/sq. cm against standard of 0.6 
kg/sq. cm. The dropout pressure was 
found as 0.64 kg/sq. cm against 0.3 kg/sq. 
cm.  QPH malfunction is due to deviation 
in micro-switch operating lever profile. 

Strict implementation of testing 
and adjustment procedure. 
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v/;k; 3v/;k; 3v/;k; 3v/;k; 3 
CHAPTER 3 

    
fo|qrfo|qrfo|qrfo|qr yksdks 'yksdks 'yksdks 'yksdks 'kSkSkSkSMMMMksaksaksaksa }kjk fd;s x;s vPN }kjk fd;s x;s vPN }kjk fd;s x;s vPN }kjk fd;s x;s vPNssss dk;Z  dk;Z  dk;Z  dk;Z     

GOOD WORK DONE BY ELECTRIC LOCO SHEDS 
 

3.1 bZ,y,l >k¡lh }kjk cuk;s x;s ¶ySDl funsZ’k cksMZbZ,y,l >k¡lh }kjk cuk;s x;s ¶ySDl funsZ’k cksMZbZ,y,l >k¡lh }kjk cuk;s x;s ¶ySDl funsZ’k cksMZbZ,y,l >k¡lh }kjk cuk;s x;s ¶ySDl funsZ’k cksMZ        
FLEX INSTRUCTION BOARDS MADE BY ELS JHANSI 
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3.2 bZ,y,l cbZ,y,l cbZ,y,l cbZ,y,l cM+ksnk esa lqlfTtr okrkuqdwfyr U;weSfVd okYo vksojgkfyax d{kM+ksnk esa lqlfTtr okrkuqdwfyr U;weSfVd okYo vksojgkfyax d{kM+ksnk esa lqlfTtr okrkuqdwfyr U;weSfVd okYo vksojgkfyax d{kM+ksnk esa lqlfTtr okrkuqdwfyr U;weSfVd okYo vksojgkfyax d{k    

        WELL MAINTAINED AIR CONDITIONED PNEUMATIC VALVES OV ERHAULING 
ROOM AT ELS VARODARA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 bZ,y,l U;w dVuh esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj bZ,y,l U;w dVuh esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj bZ,y,l U;w dVuh esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj bZ,y,l U;w dVuh esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj lQkbZ midj.klQkbZ midj.klQkbZ midj.klQkbZ midj.k    
SINTERED BRONZE FILTER CLEANING PLANT AT  ELS NKJ 
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3.4 bZ,y,l rqxydkckn esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj lQkbZ ds fy;s vYVªklksfud midj.kbZ,y,l rqxydkckn esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj lQkbZ ds fy;s vYVªklksfud midj.kbZ,y,l rqxydkckn esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj lQkbZ ds fy;s vYVªklksfud midj.kbZ,y,l rqxydkckn esa flUVMZ czksat fQYVj lQkbZ ds fy;s vYVªklksfud midj.k  
SINTERED BRONZE FILTER CLEANING BY ULTRA SONIC PLAN T AT ELS TKD 

 

  
FILTERS BEFORE CLEANING FILTERS AFTER CLEANING 
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v/;k; 4v/;k; 4v/;k; 4v/;k; 4 
CHAPTER 4 

    

jcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;ojcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;ojcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;ojcM+ ,oa jcM+ vo;o 
RUBBER & RUBBER COMPONENTS 

 
 
 

4.1 jcMjcMjcMjcM+ D;k gSD;k gSD;k gSD;k gS WHAT IS RUBBER 
 

In a single word Rubber is a kind of Polymer.  
 

There are mainly two kinds of Polymers, Thermoplastics and Thermosets.  Rubber 
falls under Thermosets Polymers group. 

 

There are mainly two grades of rubber, Natural & Synthetic . Depending upon 
application condition the proper rubber is chosen. 

 

Rubber alone cannot be used in any engineering application but when mixed with 
various chemicals like reinforcing fillers, anti-oxidants, anti-ozonants etc. and vulcanized 
then it becomes a stable product. This stable material is called Vulcanized Rubber 
Product, which has many versatile engineering applications. 

 

4.2 Hkkjrh; jsy esa jcM+ vk/kkfjr mRiknksa dk ifjp;Hkkjrh; jsy esa jcM+ vk/kkfjr mRiknksa dk ifjp;Hkkjrh; jsy esa jcM+ vk/kkfjr mRiknksa dk ifjp;Hkkjrh; jsy esa jcM+ vk/kkfjr mRiknksa dk ifjp;    
INTRODUCTION OF RUBBER BASED PRODUCTS IN INDIAN RAI LWAYS 

 
Rubber based Products has played vital role as engineering material in all fields and 

Railways are no exception.  The officials of Indian Railways are expected to make decisions 
regarding the design, procurement, storage and usage. Insufficient knowledge in this regard 
might lead to purchase of incorrect material, premature failure and indifferent storage 
practices, which can make even correctly purchased materials fail prematurely. The material 
selection guidelines, storing & handling condition and shelf life awareness can help in this 
regard.  

 

Railways use more than 500 different rubber components in the rolling stock, track, 
brake system and other railway equipments. Most common examples of the many are the 
heat and oil resistant gaskets, grommets, washers, oil seals, O-rings, oil hoses, diaphragms, 
shaft sealing rings, elastic rubber block, radiator support, rubber bush etc. These are highly 
specialized components requiring precise dimensional stability and higher fatigue life under 
severe operational conditions in presence of oil at elevated temperature. 

 

Extensive vibration in an engine, motor, air compressor, etc. create multitude of 
problems. It reduces equipment life, disturbs nearby instruments and makes tremendous 
noise. The ideal way of confining vibration and eliminating other side effects would be to 
float the vibrating body in space, which is not feasible. However, a suitable designed rubber 
product will reasonably help designers to overcome such operational hazards. By virtue of 
its long-range elasticity rubber can undergo extremely high deformation either under 
compressive or shear or tensile stresses and it recovers almost to its original dimensions 
rapidly as soon as the operational stresses are withdrawn. By virtue of its excellent damping 
property it can absorb energy many times more than the extra soft steel spring. 

 

The universal acceptance and utility of rubber hoses and other auxiliary rubber 
fittings for brake system needs no special mention. Flexibility of hoses, permitting it to be 
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bent and moved easily and quickly made it possible for rail engineers to connect chain of 
coaches/ wagons, each being provided with brake operated centrally. 

 

Air brake systems comprises of a large no of rubber components (more than 90 
different rubber components for loco air brake) such as ‘O’ rings, gaskets, valve seals, 
diaphragms, etc.  

 
4.3 jcMjcMjcMjcM+ + + + &&&&    lghlghlghlgh ifjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh ifjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh ifjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh ifjHkkf"kd 'kCnkoyh     RUBBER – THE CORRECT TERMINOLOGY 

Well, we know that Rubber is a kind of Polymer. But here is a little more 
explanation about it. 

4.3.1 ikWyhejikWyhejikWyhejikWyhej    Polymers 

A polymer is simply a very large molecule made up of many smaller units joined 
together, generally end to end, to create a long chain. The smallest “building block” of a 
polymer is called a monomer+ (mono = one) and all the monomers are joined end to end to 
form a polymer. 

Monomers generally contain carbon and hydrogen with, sometimes, other elements 
such as oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine or fluorine. Perhaps the most common example of a 
synthetic homopolymer (same monomer joined end to end) today is polyethylene or 
“polythene” whilst other common materials are polypropylene, polystyrene and poly vinyl 
chloride, more commonly know as “PVC”. 

Sometimes two monomers are used, monomer “A” and monomer “B” which join 
together chemically in an alternating sequence: -A-B-A-B-A-B- etc. to give a copolymer.  

Polymers are divided into two distinct groups: Thermoplastics and Thermosets. 
The thermoplastics are those which, once formed, can be heated and reformed over and 
over again. This property allows for easy processing and facilitates recycling.  

Thermosets cannot be reformed or re-moulded once these polymers are formed in a 
particular shape. Thermosets differ from thermoplastics chemically in that heating the 
former introduces a three-dimensional network to the long chains so that they are no longer 
able to flow freely past one another like they can in the case of the thermoplastics. 

Whilst all plastics are polymers, not all polymers are plastics. Rubbers, more 
properly today called “Elastomers”  are also polymers and everything written above about 
the structure of plastics applies to elastomers. Whilst everyone would claim to be able to 
distinguish between a rubber and a plastic, there are many plastics on the market, which 
have some elastic character and the distinction becomes blurred at the interface. Plasticized 
PVC is elastic enough to be used in applications where rubbers would be an equally valid 
choice. Raw elastomers are of course thermoplastic but become thermosets after 
vulcanization. 

4.3.2 vkbZ,lvks 1629 ds vuqlkj ikWyhevkbZ,lvks 1629 ds vuqlkj ikWyhevkbZ,lvks 1629 ds vuqlkj ikWyhevkbZ,lvks 1629 ds vuqlkj ikWyhej dk oxhZdj.kj dk oxhZdj.kj dk oxhZdj.kj dk oxhZdj.k    
Classification of polymers according to ISO-1629 

The classification system used in the rubber industry for naming elastomers is based 
on that described in ISO 1629-1976. The last letter of the identification code defines the 
basic group to which the polymer belongs whilst the earlier ones provide more specific 
information and in many cases define the polymer absolutely. 
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4.4 lkekU; fo’ks"krk,salkekU; fo’ks"krk,salkekU; fo’ks"krk,salkekU; fo’ks"krk,sa COMMON PROPERTIES 
 
4.4.1 foLdks&bykLVhflVh foLdks&bykLVhflVh foLdks&bykLVhflVh foLdks&bykLVhflVh Viscoelasticity 
 

Viscoelasticity is a property that is a combination of both elastic and viscous 
behaviour of polymers. 

 
Any deformation, which is instantaneously recoverable, is called elastic, while the 

deformation, which is completely non-recoverable, is called viscous. Polymers, in general, 
show a time dependent recovery or response to the applied stress. 

 
This behaviour is clearly inherent in the following two properties of polymers. 

 
a.    ØhØhØhØhiiii    Creep 

 
When a constant stress is applied on a polymer strip, the strain increases 

continuously with time. On removal of the stress, only a part of the strain is 
recovered instantaneously (which is due to elastic component) and the other part of 
strain does not recover or recovers very slowly (which is due to viscous component). 
Creep is the progressive increase in deformation when a constant load is applied to 
the elastomer for a period of time. 
 

b.   ruko jhySDls’kuruko jhySDls’kuruko jhySDls’kuruko jhySDls’ku Stress-Relaxation  
 

When a polymer strip is stressed in such a way that it is fixed at constant 
elongation (or constant strain) for long time, then the applied stress decreases with 
increasing time. This occurs as a result of gradually increasing the sample extension 
due to viscous deformation, which reduces the amount of external stress necessary to 
hold the sample at the constant given extension. The most important rubber products 
in which stress relaxation is a critical parameter are seals and gaskets. The 
measurement of stress relaxation in compression is used to evaluate the sealing 
efficiency. 

 
4.4.2 oYdsukbts’kuoYdsukbts’kuoYdsukbts’kuoYdsukbts’ku Vulcanisation 
 

Vulcanisation, briefly is a process which induces bonding between neighbouring 
polymer chains at comparatively infrequent intervals. The unvulcanised elastomer restricts 
the application of tensile stress by the viscous flow or slippage of the molecules by one 
another. This phenomenon is always present in the vulcanised elastomer although as 
distortion becomes more pronounced, the cross links between polymer chains tend to restrict 
the viscous flow and the elastic component comes into play. For a given vulcanised 
elastomer, the relative contributions of the viscous and elastic components are primarily 
dependent upon temperature and strain rate. 

 
When a stress is applied to rubber it does not instantaneously take up the degree of 

strain corresponding to this stress. The strain, in fact, always lags slightly behind the stress, 
and this lag can be important if stress is varying rapidly as per instance when the rubber is 
used as a shock absorbing mounting. In an ideally elastic material, all stress is due to strain 
and is in phase with the deformation; in an ideally viscous material, the stress is in phase 
with the rate of deformation. 
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In viscoelastic materials, the resultant stress magnitude lags behind the deformation 
by a phase angle ä, the more viscous the material, the greater the phase angle. An important 
consequence of the phase difference between strain and stress is that a part of the energy put 
into the rubber during increasing deformation, that is upward part of a cycle is not returned 
during the recovery part of the cycle. It follows from the phase difference between strain and 
stress. that when these are plotted against each other they produce a loop (hysteresis loop). 
The area between the loading curves and release curves represents the amount of energy 
lost. The loss is called hysteresis. 

 
4.4.3 MSfEiaxMSfEiaxMSfEiaxMSfEiax Damping 
 

Damping is the difference between deforming work and elastic recovery. The energy 
loss is caused by friction and is determined by the loading and unloading phases of a 
process. Damping due to surface friction between the rubber spring and a mating surface 
may be present. But there is also internal friction within the elastic body itself, called 
material damping. In both cases the work of damping is changed into heat, which thus 
accounts for the energy lost in vibration. 

 
4.4.4 jSftfy,aljSftfy,aljSftfy,aljSftfy,al Resilience 
 

Resilience is the ability of an elastomer to store and return energy when subjected to 
a rapid deformation. When an elastomer is deformed, an energy input is involved, part of 
which is not returned when the elastomer returns to its original shape. That part of energy, 
which is not returned, is dissipated as heat in the elastomer. The ratio of energy output to 
energy input in a rapid instantaneous recovery of a deformed product is the materials 
resilience. 

 
4.4.5 fgLVSjsfll gkfu ,oa rki dk cuukfgLVSjsfll gkfu ,oa rki dk cuukfgLVSjsfll gkfu ,oa rki dk cuukfgLVSjsfll gkfu ,oa rki dk cuuk Hysteresis Loss and Heat Build up 
 

When an elastomer is temporarily deformed and released, part of the energy is not 
recovered but is converted to heat. This energy lost per cycle of deformation is called 
hysteresis loss. Heat build up is the temperature rise in an elastomeric part due to 
hysteresis. It occurs as a result of rapid cyclic deformations. When the elastomer is 
repeatedly deformed, heat is generated throughout the bulk of the material because 
elastomers are poor conductor of heat. For example, elastomeric components of 
considerable thickness may reach temperatures above 150°C in the thickest part if the cyclic 
deformation is at a high frequency. This is not only affects the properties of the compound 
but may actually cause complete deterioration of the material. Using a more resilient 
compound, by altering the shape of the component or by both methods can reduce heat build 
up. 

 
When the rubber is continuously flexed or otherwise deformed, heat is generated. 

While the amount of heat so generated depends on the internal structure, composition, state 
of cure, and the conditions of deformation, the final temperature attained depends also on 
thermal conductivity, radiation loss, specific heat and density. 

 
4.4.6 LFkkbZ dELFkkbZ dELFkkbZ dELFkkbZ dEçs’ku ,oa VsU’ku lsVçs’ku ,oa VsU’ku lsVçs’ku ,oa VsU’ku lsVçs’ku ,oa VsU’ku lsV Permanent Compression & Tension Set 
 

Permanent Set is defined as the amount of permanent deformation remaining after 
removing the deforming force. If the elastomer is stretched under specified conditions and 
allowed to retract, the extension remaining after retraction, expressed as a percentage of 
original length, is called tension set. If the elastomer is compressed under specified 
conditions, the residual decrease in thickness after complete release of the compressive force 
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is known as compression set. It is usually expressed as a percentage of the deflection 
employed. 

 
A 100% compression set means complete deformation; 0% means no deformation. 

The extent of compression set depends on the temperature, pressure applied and the amount 
and duration of deformation. 

 
A low compression set at service temperature is an essential requirement for seal 

materials. The compression set should not be 100% even after long periods of time. It is the 
remaining tendency to resume the original shape that maintains the necessary sealing force 
between the surfaces. 

 
4.5 mfpr bykLmfpr bykLmfpr bykLmfpr bykLVksej dk p;u Vksej dk p;u Vksej dk p;u Vksej dk p;u SELECTING THE PROPER ELASTOMER 
 

The selection of the polymer to be used for any purpose is always a compromise. If 
high resilience, abrasion resistance, and good low-temperature flexibility are required, the 
natural rubber is the best choice. 

 
If extreme temperature ranges are encountered, silicone rubber may be selected. 

Butyl exhibits low air permeability and low resilience at normal and low temperatures. If 
good compression set properties and high-temperature oil resistances are required, and cost 
considerations are secondary, Fluoro-elastomers (commercial brand is Viton) may be 
chosen. 

 
Selection of the proper material suitable for the application requires analysis of the 

good points and the weak points of each material considered for the job. No one material 
will possess all of the qualities desired and none of the weak qualities. Subsequent economic 
analysis will determine which of these materials will be selected for production. The 
advantages and disadvantages of various types of rubber polymers and their major 
applications are summarized in table given below. 

 
 

Names Favourable 
properties 

Un-favourable 
properties 

Applications 

Natural 
Rubber 

(NR) 

High resilience, 
tensile strength and 
elongation, wide 
hardness range, long 
flex life, good low 
temperature 
properties. 

Moderate to 
poor heat, oil, 
weather, and 
ozone resistance 

Natural Rubber (NR) elastomers 
remain the best choice for many 
applications that require low heat 
buildup, such as large tiers, 
passenger car tiers, vibration 
mounts, springs and bearings. 
Other products include hoses, 
conveyor belts, gaskets, seals, 
rolls, rubberized fabrics, elastic 
bands, pharmaceutical goods etc 
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Names Favourable properties Un-favourable 
properties 

Applications 

Styrene- 
Butadiene  

(SBR) 

Better abrasion, general 
ageing resistance than 
natural rubber, low cost, 
good average mechanical 
properties, good resistance 
to water and alcohol 

Relatively 
poor resistance 
to oils, ozone 
and sunlight 

Styrene- Butadiene (SBR) 
can be used in many 
applications as a 
replacement for Natural 
Rubber (NR), except in 
severe dynamic applications 
requiring low heat build-up 
and flexing e.g., high 
performance tiers for trucks 

Polybutad
iene 
(PBR) 

Similar in properties to 
natural rubber. Good low 
temperature flexibility. High 
resilience and abrasion 
resistance 

Lack of 
resistance to 
oils, etc. 
Deficient in 
strength build-
up and ease of 
processing if 
not blended 
with natural 
rubber 

Polybutadiene rubbers 
(PBR) are used mainly in 
blends with Styrene- 
Butadiene (SBR) in the 
production of tire treads and 
with Natural Rubber (NR) 
for truck tires. They are also 
used in blends with other 
rubbers such as 
Acryonitrile- Butadiene 
Rubber (NBR) in 
manufacturing a great 
number of mechanical goods 
to increase their resilience, 
to improve their low 
temperature flexibility or to 
reduce their heat build up on 
flexing 

Butyl 
Rubber  

(IIR) 

Good chemical resistance. 
High damping (ability to 
absorb mechanical energy). 
Excellent electrical 
insulation properties. Good 
ozone and weathering 
resistance, which increases 
with decrease in 
unsaturation in polymer 
chain. Good resistance to a 
great number of organic and 
inorganic products such as 
phosphate ester hydraulic 
fluids, silicone oils and 
grease, glycols, alcohols and 
ketones, low molecular 
weight esters, aqueous 
solutions of inorganic acids, 
alkalis and salts 

Poor resistance 
to mineral oil 
based fluids 
and greases, 
synthetic 
hydrocarbon 
lubricants, 
organic ester 
based 
lubricants and 
hydrocarbon 
fuels 

The main use for Butyl 
Rubber  

(IIR) elastomers are in gas 
retention applications such 
as tire inner tubes, ball 
bladder, vacuum seals and 
membranes. Other 
applications include steam 
hoses, shock absorbers, 
gaskets, wire and cable 
insulation and printing roles 
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Names Favourable 
properties 

Un-favourable 
properties 

Applications 

Polychloroprene 
Rubber  

(CR) 

Trade name 
Neoprene 

High heat, ageing, 
weather and flame 
resistance and flex 
life, moderate oil 
and chemical 
resistance, excellent 
resistance to ozone, 
low flammability 

Mechanical 
properties 
somewhat inferior 
to natural rubbers. 
Electrical properties 
are poor, although 
adequate for 
sheathing. 
Polychloroprene 
Rubber  

(CR) vulcanizates 
are not resistant to 
hydrocarbon fuels, 
phosphate esters 
and aromatic and 
chlorinated 
hydrocarbons 

Some of the most 
important applications of 
Polychloroprene Rubber  

(CR) elastomers include 
adhesives, hoses, V-belts, 
coated fabrics, wire and 
cable jackets, tire side 
walls and a variety of 
components (e.g, seals 
and gaskets) in contact 
with refrigerants, mild 
chemicals and 
atmospheric ozone 

Acryonitrile- 
Butadiene 
Rubber  

(NBR) 

Trade Name: 
BunaN 

Superior to most 
synthetic rubbers 
for compression set 
cold flow, tear 
resistance and 
abrasion resistance. 
Good to excellent 
resistance to oils. 
Oil resistance is the 
most important 
property of nitrile 
rubbers 

Indifferent 
resistance to 
weathering and 
ozone (may be 
improved by 
compounding), 
relatively poor cold 
resistance and poor 
fatigue life 

Acryonitrile- Butadiene 
Rubber  

(NBR) elastomers are the 
most widely used 
materials for oil and fuel 
resistant components such 
as seals, gaskets, 
diaphragms, hoses and 
cable jacketing 

Chloro-
suphonated 
polyethylene 
(CSM) 

Good ageing and 
ozone resistance, 
also resistance to 
many chemicals 
including oxidizing 
agents. Compatible 
with other rubbers. 
Low flammability. 
Good hot water 
resistance (when 
cured with lead 
dioxide) and low 
gas permeability 

Poor cold 
resistance.  

Chlorosuphonated 
polyethylene (CSM) 
elastomers are widely 
used in electrical 
application as protective 
jacketing where resistance 
to heat, flame, ozone, 
weather, corrosive 
chemicals and oils are 
important properties.  

Other applications include 
coating, weather resistant 
membranes, hoses, roll 
covers and acid resistant 
tank linings. 
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Names Favourable 
properties 

Un-favourable 
properties 

Applications 

Ethylene 
Propylene 
Diene 
Monomer  

(EPDM) 

Excellent 
resistance to 
oils, steam, 
water, dilute 
acids and 
alkalis, ketones, 
etc. Good 
resistance to 
ageing, ozone 
and low 
temperature 

Not resistant to 
petroleum fluids 

Ethylene-propylene rubbers 
are used for a wide range of 
products, including O-rings, 
gaskets, window and door 
seals, wire and cable 
Insulation, roller covers, 
conveyor belts, hoses and 
water proofing sheets 

Fluorocarbon 
Rubbers 
(FKM) 

Trade name: 
Viton, Fluorel 

Excellent 
chemical 
properties at 
high 
temperatures. 
Excellent 
resistance to 
oils, 
halogenated 
hydrocarbons, 
acids, etc. Very 
low 
permeability 

Not resistant to polar 
solvents such as 
ketones, esters and 
amines, hot water and 
steam unless 
compounded with 
lead dioxide, glycol 
based automotive 
brake fluids 

Fluorocarbon Rubbers 
(FKM) elastomers are 
widely used in critical 
applications requiring high 
resistance to oils, fuels, 
flame and chemicals at 
elevated temperatures. The 
main use are O-rings, shaft 
seals, gaskets, fuel hoses, 
diaphragms and cable 
sheathing for extreme 
conditions 

Polyurethane 
Rubber  

(PU) 

Superior 
mechanical 
properties. 
Superior 
abrasion 
resistance. 
Excellent 
resistance to 
degradation by 
oxygen and 
ozone. Good 
resistance to 
mineral oils and 
greases 

Softens rapidly above 
121°C. Poor 
resistance to moist air. 
Polyurethane 
elastomers are not 
suitable for use in 
glycol based brake 
fluids, phosphate ester 
hydraulic fluids, 
aromatic 
hydrocarbons such as 
benzene, toluene and 
xylene, chlorinated 
hydrocarbons  and 
ketones 

Polyurethane elastomers 
(PU) are used mainly in 
applications requiring high 
abrasion resistance or oil 
and solvent resistance or 
both. Typical applications 
include hydraulic seals, 
gaskets, diaphragms, hoses, 
cable sheathing, conveyor 
belts, wheels for roller 
skates and skateboards, 
soling for high quality shoes 
and coated fabrics. In all 
applications, the danger of 
hydrolysis and the limited 
heat resistance should be 
considered 
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Names Favourable 
properties 

Un-favourable 
properties 

Applications 

Silicone 
Rubber  

(MQ) 

Superior high 
and low 
temperature 
performance 

Poor tensile strength 
and tear and abrasion 
resistance (may be 
improved by 
compounding). High 
shrinkage when 
moulded 

Silicone rubber (MQ) is so 
expensive that they can be 
used only for special 
applications. Such applications 
are those involving resistance 
to high temperatures, such as 
rings for high pressure steam 
mains, insulation for hot 
running electric motors, O-
rings in high temperature 
systems, static seals (dynamic 
seals are not recommended), 
oxygen masks, food and 
medical grade tubing etc 

Poly-sulphide 
Rubber  

(T) 

Excellent low 
temperature 
flexibility, 
solvent 
resistance and 
weather and 
ozone 
resistance. 
Restricts flex 
cracking 

Poor physical 
properties. Poor 
resistance to heat. 
Unpleasant odor. Poor 
compression set 

Typical applications of 
polysulphide elastomers 
include gasoline and aromatic 
fuel hoses, coating and printing 
rolls, gas meter diaphragms, 
O-rings, paint spray, coated 
paper gaskets and binder for 
cork 

 
4.6 jsyos esa ç;ksx gksus okys fofjsyos esa ç;ksx gksus okys fofjsyos esa ç;ksx gksus okys fofjsyos esa ç;ksx gksus okys fofHkUu jcM+ksa dh lajpuk ,oa eq[; fo’ks"krk;saHkUu jcM+ksa dh lajpuk ,oa eq[; fo’ks"krk;saHkUu jcM+ksa dh lajpuk ,oa eq[; fo’ks"krk;saHkUu jcM+ksa dh lajpuk ,oa eq[; fo’ks"krk;sa STRUCTURES 

AND MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS RUBBERS USED IN  RAILWAYS 
 
4.6.1 çkd`frd jcM+çkd`frd jcM+çkd`frd jcM+çkd`frd jcM+ Natural Rubber (NR) 
 

Natural rubber has the chemical name of poly-isoprene. It consists of polymer 
chains all having an almost perfect cis-1,4 structure, hence the true chemical name for this 
polymer is cis-1,4-polyisoprene. Because of this remarkable regularity, the natural rubber 
chains can attain a good regularity, especially when the rubber is stretched. Hence natural 
rubber crystallizes on stretching, resulting in high gum tensile strength. Natural rubber (NR) 
when suitable compounded and vulcanized yields high tensile strength over a wide hardness 
range due to the same reason. 

 
This strain crystallizability gives vulcanizates with high cut growth resistance at 

severe deformation. Furthermore, Natural rubber (NR)  vulcanizates have the highest 
resilience of all elastomers (except BR), which is responsible for very low heat build up. 
Further advantages include low compression set and stress relaxation, good electrical 
insulation and good resistance to abrasion, tear and fatigue. 

 
Natural rubber (NR) can be compounded for continuous use at 90°C and for 

intermittent periods up to 100 °C. The vulcanizates remain flexible at temperatures down to 
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-55°C without adding plasticizers. However, they tend to crystallize readily when stored for 
long periods at low temperatures. 

 
Like other unsaturated elastomers Natural rubber (NR) vulcanizates are susceptible 

to attack by atmospheric ozone. However, the ozone and weather resistance can be 
improved by incorporating anti-ozonants and protective waxes in the compound. 

 
Natural rubber (NR) vulcanizates are not resistant to petroleum based oils and fuels 

but they can be used with a wide range of organic and inorganic chemicals, such as non 
petroleum based automotive brake fluids, silicone oils and greases; glycols; alcohols; water; 
and non oxidizing aqueous solutions of acids, alkalis and salts. 

 
In India NR is produced in mostly in Kottayam, Agartalla and Andaman. The 

rubbers are graded as RSS IX, V, IV etc. according to purity, quality etc. Specialized grades 
like CVNR – constant viscosity natural rubber, DPNR – de-protenised natural rubber etc. 
are also available for specific application. 

 
  

 
 

Chemical Structure of Natural Rubber 
 
 

Highlight of Properties –  
 

� Very high Tensile strength, Elongation at Break, Modulus 

� Excellent dynamic properties 

� Poor oil resistance properties 

� Poor heat and air ageing/ resistance properties 

� Can be blended with SBR, PBR for further improvement in properties. 
 

Highlight of Common Application –  
 

� Tires treads 

� Beltings and hoses (water) 

� Mounts and Bearings (for automotive and rail road application) 

� Industrial Bushes, Gaskets 

� General Moulded Goods having no oil resistance requirements. 
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4.6.2 flUFksfVd ikWfyvkbZlksçhu jcM+flUFksfVd ikWfyvkbZlksçhu jcM+flUFksfVd ikWfyvkbZlksçhu jcM+flUFksfVd ikWfyvkbZlksçhu jcM+ Synthetic Polyisoprene Rubber (IR) 
 

It is a synthetic natural rubber; that is, cis-1,4-polyisoprene. It has less green strength 
and tack than Natural rubber (NR). Compounded stocks with Synthetic Polyisoprene Rubber 
(IR) have lower modulus and high elongation than similarly formulated NR compositions. 
However, the physical properties are not as good as those of NR elastomers. In general, 
synthetic IR can be used alone or in blends with NR in the manufacture of most products 
where NR is the traditional choice. 

 
4.6.3 LVkbZLVkbZLVkbZLVkbZjhu & C;wjhu & C;wjhu & C;wjhu & C;wVkMVkMVkMVkMkbZukbZukbZukbZu jcM jcM jcM jcM+ Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR) 
 

SBR is a copolymer of styrene (C6H5-CH=CH2) and butadiene (CH2=CH-CH=CH2). 
 

In contrast to natural rubber, the styrene-butadiene rubbers exhibit very poor gum 
tensile strength (10-15% of the value for natural rubber). This is because of the absence of 
crystallization on stretching the gum vulcanizate. Consequently, these rubbers do not 
develop high tensile strengths without the aid of reinforcing fillers. In caron black stocks, 
however, SBR shows greatly improved properties which in some respects, especially 
abrasion resistance, are superior to those of NR. SBR is usually much superior to natural 
rubber (NR) with respect to ageing and ozone resistance. However, cuts or cracks grow 
faster in SBR than NR. SBR is also characterized by relatively high hysteresis or heat build-
up and poor resilience. SBR vulcanizates show similar behavior with solvents like NR. 

 
4.6.4 C;wVkbZy jcMC;wVkbZy jcMC;wVkbZy jcMC;wVkbZy jcM+ Butyl Rubber (IIR) 
 

Butyl rubber is a copolymer of isobutylene and isoprene. Butyl rubber is a general 
purpose polymer due to its many excellent characteristics, e.g. 

 
i) Ozone and weathering resistance. 
ii)  Heat resistance. 
iii)  Low gas permeability. 
iv) Chemical resistance. 
v) Abrasion resistance. 
vi) Flex resistance. 
vii)  Animal and vegetable oils resistance. 
viii)  Tear resistance. 

 
Because of its low unsaturation, butyl has found acceptance in a great number of 

applications where heat ageing and weather resistance are of paramount importance. In 
contrast to other rubbers, butyl does not harden or crack on long exposure to heat and oxygen. 
Butyl is at least 8 times better than natural rubber in air retention. 

 
The mechanical properties of Butyl rubber (IIR) vulcanizates are generally poorer 

than those of natural rubber (NR) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). The resilience is low 
at room temperature. However, low resilience can be of use in applications requiring high 
damping characteristics. The compression set is usually high but, when suitably compounded, 
low values can be achieved. 
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Chemical Structure of Butyl Rubber 
 
4.6.5 ikWyhC;wVkMkbZu jcMikWyhC;wVkMkbZu jcMikWyhC;wVkMkbZu jcMikWyhC;wVkMkbZu jcM  Polybutadiene Rubber (PBR) 
 

Polybutadiene is the second largest volume synthetic rubber produced, next to 
styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). The major use of PBR is in tires with over 70% of the 
polymer produced going into treads and sidewalls. Cured PBR imparts excellent abrasion 
resistance (good tread wear), and low rolling resistance (good fuel economy).  

 
PBR also has a major application as an impact modifier for polystyrene and 

acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene resin (ABS) with about 25% of the total volume going into 
these applications. 

 
It can be blended with natural rubber in varied proportions for improvement in 

flexing and dynamic (cut growth resistance) properties. (with some consideration to Tensile 
Strength) 

 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
4.6.6 bFkkbZyhu & çkWihyhu MkbZu eksuksejbFkkbZyhu & çkWihyhu MkbZu eksuksejbFkkbZyhu & çkWihyhu MkbZu eksuksejbFkkbZyhu & çkWihyhu MkbZu eksuksej Ethylene-Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) 
 

To introduce cure sites, a non conjugated diene ter monomer, such as 1,4-hexadiene, 
ethylidene norborane, or dicyclo pentadiene may be employed. The resulting terpolymers 
are known as ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (EPDM). 

 
Advantages of EPDM rubbers are outstanding storage stability, moderate tear 

strength and good stability. Resistance to oxygen or ozone attack is good. EPDM also 
exhibits outstanding resistance to high pressure steam. They exhibit very good electrical 
insulation properties. Peroxide cured compounds exhibit excellent heat ageing properties 
and resistance to compression set up to 150°C. However, the additional cost resulting from 
the use of the expensive diene monomer and other sources has limited them to the special 
purpose field. 

 

    
Chemical Structure of Polybutadiene Rubber or PBR 
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4.6.7 ,Ø,Ø,Ø,ØhyhyhyhyksukbksukbksukbksukbffffVªy & C;wVkMkbZu jcMVªy & C;wVkMkbZu jcMVªy & C;wVkMkbZu jcMVªy & C;wVkMkbZu jcM Acrylonitrile-Butadiene Rubber (NBR)  
 

NBR, also termed as Nitrile  Rubber, is a copolymer of Accrylonitrile and Butadiene. 
Acrylonitrile contents vary from 18 to 50%. The commercial product developed in Germany 
came to be initially known as Buna N. 

 
This is a general purpose elastomer for use as seal energizer or low-pressure 

applications such as hydraulics and pneumatics. Resistant to oils, hydraulic fluids, water, 
fuels, gases. Not suited for use in brake fluids. Medium to Good abrasion resistance. Good 
resistance to compression set. High tensile strength. 

 
Oil resistance is the most important property of nitrile rubbers and is the reason for 

their extensive use even when they cost substantially more than natural rubber or general 
purpose synthetic rubbers. Oil resistance refers to the ability of the vulcanized product to 
retain its original physical properties, such as modulus, ensile strength, abrasion resistance, 
and dimensions, while in contact with oils or fuels. 

 
The oil resistance of a nitrile rubber vulcanizate is determined by two primary 

factors: first, the proportion of acrylontrile in a copolymer and, second, the chemical nature f 
the oil or fuel in question. 

 
Volume change after immersion in test oils and fuels is used as the measure of oil 

resistance, because this measurement can be made accurately in the laboratory and has 
proven by experience to be very useful in predicting the serviceability of commercial 
products. 

 
A general rule of thumb states that like dissolves like. Polar polymers dissolve in 

polar solvents and non-polar polymers in non-polar solvents. For instance, natural rubbers 
swollen and disintegrated by straight hydrocarbon fluids like gasoline and kerosene. The 
polar polymers are virtually unaffected by straight hydrocarbons. Conversely, natural rubber 
and SBR, the two non-polar polymers, are unaffected by strongly polar solvents such as 
acetone and methyl ethyl ketone, while the polar rubbers will swell very badly in the fluid. 

 
Accordingly, it is extremely important that design engineers take into consideration 

the type of fluid that is going to be used in a particular service and specify the rubber, which 
is the least affected by that fluid. In general, the nitrile types are considerably more resistant 
to a very much wider variety of fuels and lubricants than are any of the other rubbers. 

 
Many of the vulcanizate properties of nitrile rubber are directly related to the 

proportion of acryonitrile content. If a maximum oil resistance is specified, a high 
acrylonitrile polymer is indicated. If flexibility at very low temperature is a requirement, it 
will be necessary to use a low acryonitrile polymer. The effect of acrylonitrile content on 
swelling, low temperature flexibility, and other properties of nitrile rubbers can be 
summarized as shown in table given below. 

 
The effect of acrylonitrile content on properties of nitrile rubbers 

 
The presence of acrylonitrile (ACN) provides resistance to Oils (petroleum 

hydrocarbon, mineral oils, greases, vegetable oils, animal fats etc.) and Fuels (Fuel B 
(Mixture of 70% Isocyanate & 30% Toluene), Fuel C (Mixture of 50% Isocyanate & 50% 
Toluene). On the other side the butadiene provides abrasion resistance and low temperature 
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flexibility. The level of ACN varies from 15-50% and following table illustrates the effect of 
increasing ACN content. 

 

Physical Properties Effect of increasing ACN content 

Oil Resistance Improve 

Fuel Resistance Improve 

Hardness at room temperature Improve 

Hardness at 75ºC No Change 

Tensile Improve 

Gas Impermeability Improve 

Abrasion Resistance Improve 

Rebound Resilience Degrade 

Low Temperature Flexibility Degrade 

 
Nitrile rubbers are inherently less resilient than natural rubber. Their heat resistance 

is good and continuous operational temperature range from .40 to 100°C and for intermittent 
periods (in the absence of air) up to 120°C. Suitably formulated NBR compounds have low 
compression set. 

 
4.6.8 ikWyh&Dyksjksçhu jcMikWyh&Dyksjksçhu jcMikWyh&Dyksjksçhu jcMikWyh&Dyksjksçhu jcM  Polychloroprene Rubber (CR) 
 

Polychloroprene Rubbers (CR) essentially homopolymers of chloroprene 
(chlorobutadiene), are known in the trade by the generic term neoprene. The polymer 
chains have almost entirely trans-1,4 configuration. Because of this high degree of stereo 
regularity they are able to crystallize on stretching. Consequently, the gum vulcanizates have 
higher tensile strength. In this respect they resemble NR gum vulcanizates. 

 
The chemical nature of neoprene has given it certain basic properties, which make it 

an extremely versatile elastomer. The electrons withdrawal chlorine deactivates the double 
bond towards attack by oxygen and ozone and imparts polarity to the rubber making it 
resistant to swelling by non polar hydrocarbon solvents. It also imparts oil and flame 
resistance to the vulcanizates. Halogen containing elastomers are inherently flame resistant. 
The flame resistant property is improved as the polymer halogen content increases. Halogen 
free polymers are not flame resistant unless they contain a high concentration of flame-
retardants. 

 
In contrast to most synthetic rubbers, unfilled neoprene vulcanizates exhibit high 

tensile strength (3500-4000 p.s.i). The resilience of pure gum vulcanizates of CR is lower 
than that of similar gum vulcanizates from NR. In both elastomers, as filler loading is 
increased, resilience decreases, though to a lesser extent with polychloprene. Consequently, 
the resilience of most filled CR compounds is better than that of NR of similar loading. 

 
The resistance to polychloroprene rubbers (CR) vulcanizates to degradation by ozone 

and weathering is responsible for the widespread use in outdoor applications where severe 
service conditions exist. A properly compounded CR vulcanizate shows lower compression 
set than a low-set NR vulcanizate. Chloroprene is slightly inferior to nitrile rubber in oil 
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resistance, but markedly better than NR, butyl, or SBR. CR vulcanizates show a high level 
of resistance to flex cracking. Mostly, the dynamic properties of CR compounds are better 
than those of other synthetic rubbers and only slightly inferior to those of NR. Properly 
formulated compounds permit service temperature between -40 and +100°C. 

 
Highlight of properties: 

 
� Good mechanical strength  
� High ozone and weather resistance  
� Good aging resistance  
� Low flammability  
� Good resistance toward chemicals  
� Moderate oil and fuel resistance  
� Adhesion to many substrates 

 
Chemical Structure of Polycholoprene 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
4.6.9 DyksjkslYQksusVsMDyksjkslYQksusVsMDyksjkslYQksusVsMDyksjkslYQksusVsM ikWyh,FkkbZyhu jcM+  ikWyh,FkkbZyhu jcM+  ikWyh,FkkbZyhu jcM+  ikWyh,FkkbZyhu jcM+     

Chlorosulphonated Polyethylene Rubbers (CSM) 
 

When polyethylene is chlorosulphonated by reacting with chlorine and sulphur 
dioxide gas, its crystallinity is disrupted and a chemically stable elastomer results with a 
trade name hypalon. This chemical modification changes the stiff plastic into flexible 
rubbery polymer, and the sulphonyl chloride groups provide reactive center for cross linking 
or vulcanization. 

 
These elastomers have excellent resistance to environments such as ozone, oxygen, 

heat, etc. and good flame resistance. It has moderate to good resistance to mineral oils, 
depending on the chlorine content on the base rubber. In resilience, the elastomer compares 
favorably with other synthetic elastomers, though generally its resilience is lower than that 
of NR vulcanizates. Compression set of standard formulations is slightly higher than that of 
other elastomers, this can be improved where necessary by special compounding. 

 
Its abrasion resistance, flex life, low-temperature brittleness, and resistance to crack 

growth are good. CSM vulcanizates can be used in insulation application due to its better 
electrical properties. 
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4.6.10 ¶yksjksdkcZu jcM+ ¶yksjksdkcZu jcM+ ¶yksjksdkcZu jcM+ ¶yksjksdkcZu jcM+ Fluorocarbon Rubber (FKM) 
 

Fluorocarbon rubbers are highly fluorinated hydrocarbon polymers. The best known 
polymers are those marketed by Du Pont under their trade name Viton , which are obtained 
by co polymerization of vinylidene fluoride with hexafluoro propylene. 

 
Fluoroelastomers are a class of synthetic rubber which provides extraordinary levels 

of resistance to chemicals, oil and heat, while providing useful service life above 200°C. 
The outstanding heat stability and excellent oil resistance of these materials are due to the 
high ratio of fluorine to hydrogen, the strength of the carbon-fluorine bond, and the absence 
of unsaturation. 

 
In general, this type of elastomer possesses exceptional resistance to chemicals, oils, 

solvents, oxidation, weather, flame and heat, which is outstanding in comparison with any 
other commercial rubber. This stability is mainly due to the high strength of the C.F bond as 
compared with the C.H bond. The application of fluorocarbon rubbers is limited to only 
special or unusual service conditions where other rubbers are altogether unsuitable and 
where their high cost is not a hindrance. 

 
Fluoroelastomers are used in a wide variety of high-performance applications. FKM 

provides premium, long-term reliability even in harsh environments. A partial listing of 
current end use applications include: 

 
Aerospace Automotive/Rail Road Industrial 
O-ring seals in fuels, lubricants, Shaft seals Hydraulic o-ring seals  
Valve stem seals Check valve balls Manifold gaskets  
Fuel Injector O-rings Cylinder Liners Fuel tank bladders  
Fuel hoses Diaphragms Firewall seals  
In tank and quick connect Electrical connectors Engine lube siphon hose  
Flue duct exp. Joints Clips for engines Gaskets (valve & manifold) 
Valve liners Tire valve stem seals Balls for check valves  
Roll covers Lathe cut gaskets Sheet stock / cut gaskets 

 
4.6.11 flyhdkWu jcM+ flyhdkWu jcM+ flyhdkWu jcM+ flyhdkWu jcM+ Silicone Rubber (MQ) 
 

Unlike the elastomers with carbon backbones, silicone rubbers have silioxane 
backbone containing elemental silicon and oxygen atoms (-Si-O-Si-) instead of usual 
carbon-carbon (-C-C-) linkage. Silicones are polysilioxanes of the general formula where R 
is methyl, phenyl, vinyl, or trifluoropropyl group. The most common elastomer is 
polydimethyl siloxane. 

 
Silicone is a speciality rubber. Its unique properties include: 
(i)  Resistance to temperature extremes, both high and low 
(ii)  Resistance to weathering, ozone, and sunlight  
(iii)  Good electrical properties  
(iv)  Resistance to lubricating, animal and vegetable oils 
(v)  Resistance to most dilute acids and alkalis. 

 
The outstanding characteristics of all types silicone rubbers is the wide range of 

temperature over which their properties are stable. No class of rubbers approaches them in 
this respect. Silicone rubbers have relatively lower tensile strength, tear strength, and poor 
abrasion than common elastomers. The lower strength of silicone rubbers has been offset by 
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one feature namely, a much lower loss of the value at elevated temperature. Special 
compounds of silicone rubbers will offer acceptable service life up to 200°C in dry air, when 
this is not done in a confined place. Softening or reversion takes place when the rubber is 
subjected to high temperatures in a confined place, probably because of hydrolysis promoted 
by trapped moisture, which, if not allowed to escape. 

 
Although the dynamic properties of silicone rubbers are very good their use in anti-

vibration mountings may not be encouraged because of their poor tear strength and low 
adhesion to metal. 

 
Resistance to outdoor weathering and ozone is another outstanding characteristic of 

silicone rubber. Silicone rubber samples exposed to sunlight and salt spray for over 5 years 
do not show significant change in physical properties. The resistance of silicone rubber to 
oxidation can be attributed to (i) its elemental silicon constituent, (ii) lack of unsaturation, 
and (iii) absence of plasticizers or other materials that might volatilize or migrate to the 
surface and initiate hardening and cracking of the rubber. 

 
Silicone rubber retains good electrical properties at extreme temperatures. Many oils, 

solvents or other chemicals do not significantly affect silicone rubber. However, solvents 
like toluene, benzene, isooctane, gasoline and carbon tetra chloride cause excessive swelling 
of silicone. Their permeability to gases is high. It also costs much more than hydrocarbon 
rubbers. 

 
4.6.12 ikWyh;wjsfFku jcM+ ikWyh;wjsfFku jcM+ ikWyh;wjsfFku jcM+ ikWyh;wjsfFku jcM+     

Polyurethane Rubber (IUPAC Name PUR, commonly abbreviated as PU) 
 

This group of elastomers basically consists of two major chemical structures - a di 
isocyanate and polyol (polyhydric alcohol). Polyurethane elastomers are made in several 
steps. A basic intermediate is first prepared in the form of a low molecular weight polymer 
with hydroxyl end groups. This may be a polyester, such as that made from ethylene glycol 
and adipic acid or a polyether. The polymers derived from these two classes are known as 
polyester urethanes (AU) and polyether urethanes (EU) respectively. The basic intermediate 
is then reacted with an aromatic di isocyanate to give a prepolymer. It may also involve 
chain extension and/or cross linking reaction introducing similar or different kinds of inter-
unit linkages, using low molecular weight linear or branched polymer and selected 
bifunctional monomeric species. 

 
Polyurethane elastomers have outstanding tensile strength, tear and abrasion 

resistance, better than all other elastomers and they exhibit excellent resistance to oxygen 
and ozone. But their outdoor application is limited due to susceptibility to hydrolytic and 
microbiological attack in case of AU elastomer type and susceptibility to attack by 
ultraviolet light in the case of EU elastomer types. In the case of AU elastomers, hydrolysis 
will occur at the ester linkage and the urethane linkage. EU elastomers are more resistant to 
hydrolysis because ether linkages are more hydrotically stable than ester linkages and 
hydrolysis can occur only at the urethane linkage. However, specially formulated AU 
elastomers will also provide adequate hydrolysis resistance. The rate of hydrolysis increases 
rapidly with increasing temperature. In applications involving contact with neutral water, the 
service temperature should not exceed 60°C if long term service is required. 

 
Polyurethane elastomers have good resistance to mineral oils and greases and fair to 

good resistance to swelling in aliphatic hydrocarbon solvents. They are used mainly in 
applications requiring high abrasion resistance or oil and solvent resistance or both. 
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eq[; fo’ks"krk;saeq[; fo’ks"krk;saeq[; fo’ks"krk;saeq[; fo’ks"krk;sa  Highlights of Properties:  

 

• Abrasion Resistance - Solid polyurethanes provide the highest abrasion resistance of all 
the elastomers. 

• Excellent Oil, Fuel and Solvent Resistance - Solid urethanes have comparable oil and 
solvent resistance to a medium ACN nitrile rubber and better fuel resistance. 

• Very High Tensile Strength and Tear Strength - Values exceeding 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) 
tensile strength and 70 kN/m (400 lb/in) tear strength are obtainable. Excellent Low 
Temperature Properties - Solid urethanes have very low brittle points, down to -68°C (-
90°F). 

• High Ozone and Oxygen Resistance - The saturated backbone of the urethane polymer 
does  

• Dynamic Properties - Solid urethanes offer a broad spectrum of resiliency, varying from 
low resilience compounds for good damping and vibration resistance, to high resilience 
compounds. Excellent Resistance to Compression Set - Peroxide cured polyurethanes 
have excellent set resistance. 

 
4.7 bykLVksesfjd bykLVksesfjd bykLVksesfjd bykLVksesfjd inkFkksZ a dk rqyukRed v/inkFkksZ a dk rqyukRed v/inkFkksZ a dk rqyukRed v/inkFkksZ a dk rqyukRed v/;;;;;;;;uuuu  

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS 
 

Property Check NR SBR EPDM NBR CR FKM 

Long-term temperature °C 70 70 90 80 80 200 

Short-term temperature °C 100 100 150 130 130 275 

Low-temperature −°C 30-60 20-50 30-60 10-40 20-40 20-30 

Compression set 3-4 3-4 3-4 4-5 2-3 3 

Abrasion resistance 4 5 5 3 3 3 

Oil and petrol endurance * 1 1 1-2 4 3 5 

Weather and ozone 
resistance 

1-2 1-2 5 1-2 4 5 

Adherence to metal 4-5 4-5 2-3 3-5 4-5 2-3 

 
* Oil resistance is dependent on oil type and temperature. 
 
5 = Excellent 4 = Good 3 = Fair 2 = Pass 1 = Poor  

  
Above table lists values of some physical and chemical properties of major 

commercial elastomers. It should be noted that the properties of elastomers depend in very 
large extent on the details of vulcanization, reinforcement, and compounding. It is, 
consequently, almost futile to assign “typical” values of properties according to polymer 
type. Therefore most of the data in table are of no more than qualitative significance, and 
comparison should be made with extreme caution.  
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4.8 bykLVksesfjd lhy ds fy, inkFkZ dk p;ubykLVksesfjd lhy ds fy, inkFkZ dk p;ubykLVksesfjd lhy ds fy, inkFkZ dk p;ubykLVksesfjd lhy ds fy, inkFkZ dk p;u  
MATERIAL SELECTION FOR ELASTOMERIC SEALS 

      
A seal is basically a device for closing (sealing) a gap or making a joint fluid-tight 

(the fluid in this case being either a gas or liquid). Seals fall broadly into two categories:- 

(i) Static seals where sealing takes place between surfaces, which do not move relative 
to one another. 

(ii)  Dynamic seals where sealing takes place between surfaces, which have relative 
movements. e.g. rotary movement of a shaft relative to a housing, or reciprocating 
movement of a rod or piston in a cylinder. An alternative name for a dynamic seal is 
a packing or gland packing. 

 
The prices of crude rubbers are subject to considerable fluctuation. The price index 

of various unvulcanized rubber stocks is a general guideline for average prices and should 
be regarded as approximate. 

 
Rubber seals are used to seal anything from a wristwatch to the window profile of 

AC coaches. 
 

The O Ring is one of the simplest and most variable types of seal with a wide range 
of applications for both static and dynamic sealing. The development and selection of rubber 
mixes for seals is dictated usually by three factors. First, the fluid with which the seal will be 
in contact; secondly, the temperature range of the environment in which it will operate and 
thirdly, the mechanical environment, including such factors as pressure, stressing, and 
abrasion. The fluid and temperature will restrict the choice of the base polymer, usually to 
one or two; compounding will be directed to achieving the correct hardness and abrasion 
resistance and to adjusting the swelling behavior of the rubber in the liquid. The designer 
will want to know the likely dimensional changes in the seal material due to uptake of liquid 
and differential thermal extension. 

 
Important in seal application is the elastic property of the rubber vulcanizate. The 

distorted rubber exerts a pressure on the contacting surface to maintain the seal. 
Unfortunately, no rubber is perfectly elastic, and the stress in the rubber decays or relaxes 
with time. This relaxation can be measured directly or more frequently, the degree of 
permanent compression set, the rubber has taken up on removal of the stress is determined. 

 
Most commonly used elastomer in seal industry are Natural Rubbers & Nitrile 

Rubbers. 
 

Natural rubbers were amongst the earliest of the true seal materials and are still 
amongst the strongest and most wear-resistant of all elastomers (exceeded only by 
polyurethane rubbers in these respects). Their use as fluid seals is somewhat limited, since 
natural rubber has a poor resistance to mineral-base oils. 

 
Natural rubber seals are, however, excellent for use in castor-base fluids and are 

widely used in such systems where such fluids are employed (for example, automotive 
hydraulic braking systems and to a very much more limited extent, some aircraft hydraulic 
systems). The generally excellent low temperature characteristics of natural rubber was 
originally or factor of using a castor-base hydraulic fluid for systems having to operate at 
low temperatures, when natural rubber seals could be employed, although some of the 
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synthetic elastomer now offer comparable low temperature performance. The cost of natural 
rubber is also favorable. 

Natural rubber can be compounded to meet a wide variety of conditions, coupled 
with high resilience and strength, and are generally well worth considering for applications 
where mineral oil fluids are not involved. Flexibility is maintained down to about 55ºC and 
only the considerably more expensive and weaker silicon rubbers compare in this respect. 

 
,lchvkj,lchvkj,lchvkj,lchvkj SBR 

 
It can be considered as direct alternative to natural rubber, as an example for use 

with castor base hydraulic fluids, and this is about its only application for seals. 
 

C;wVkbZy C;wVkbZy C;wVkbZy C;wVkbZy Butyl 
 

Butyl rubber is extremely resistant to water (better than chloroprene and nitrite) and 
certain other fluids. Butyl is very resistant to gas permeation, making it attractive in seals for 
vacuum systems. It is also resistant to vegetable oils, but is not suitable for use with mineral 
base oils and aromatic solvents. Until recently it was a first choice seals material for use 
with phosphate ester type hydraulic fluids, although it is now rivalled and largely superseded 
in this application by ethylene propylene rubber. 

 
ikWyhDyksjksçhu ikWyhDyksjksçhu ikWyhDyksjksçhu ikWyhDyksjksçhu Polychloroprene 

 
Chloroprene rubber has good oil, solvent and grease resistance property. Its main 

advantage is its excellent resistance to weather ageing and flame resistance. Its high film 
strength makes it desirable as a binder for cork, asbestos, paper and concrete. It is also 
superior to natural rubber in performance at higher temperatures, but tends to harden or 
stiffen at low temperatures and may also crystallize at low temperatures if under stress. It is 
excellent for use in contact with refrigerant and may also be used with mild acids. 

 
The G types of neoprene have somewhat higher resilience than the other types of 

neoprene and should, therefore, be used when maximum resistance is required. In 
compounding for compression set resistance, the W types of neoprene are preferred. 

 
Even at 250ºF, a properly compounded Type W vulcanizate displays lower 

compression set than a low-set natural rubber vulcanizate. 
 

Dust boots require a high degree of compression set resistance in order that a tight 
seal be maintained regardless of the number of times the boot is compressed. Thus W type 
of neoprene is prepared for this purpose. 

 
DyksjkslYQksusVsM iWkyhbFkkbZyhu DyksjkslYQksusVsM iWkyhbFkkbZyhu DyksjkslYQksusVsM iWkyhbFkkbZyhu DyksjkslYQksusVsM iWkyhbFkkbZyhu Chlorosulphonated Polyethylene 

 
The mechanical properties of this elastomer tend to be low for sealing applications, 

however the material has good resistance to acids and heat and may be used in such 
applications. It is also completely resistant to ozone. 

 
bFkkbZyhu çkWihyhu bFkkbZyhu çkWihyhu bFkkbZyhu çkWihyhu bFkkbZyhu çkWihyhu Ethylene Propylene 

 
Ethylene propylene or EP rubbers have good temperature resistance characteristics 

and excellent resistance to many chemicals, such as organic solutions and solvents. EP is not 
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resistant to aromatic solvents , mineral oils and petroleum products, thus the application of 
the material to seals is somewhat specialized . Its main use in this respect is for seals used in 
hydraulic systems based on phosphate ester non-flammable fluids such as skydrol; and also 
silicone fluids such as silcodyne H. EP rubbers are also excellent for steam and hot water 
services (operating within the service temperature limits of the material). 

A further copolymer of ethylene-propylene, known as EPDM, offers enhanced 
performance for certain services. 

 
¶yksjksdkcZu ¶yksjksdkcZu ¶yksjksdkcZu ¶yksjksdkcZu Flurocarbon 

 
It offers outstanding resistance to chemical attack and a maximum continuous 

service temperature of 200-250°C. But its major disadvantage is its high price. FPM 
elastomers are widely used in critical applications requiring high resistance to oils, fuels, 
flame and chemicals at elevated temperatures. In seal industry, the main uses are as .O.-
rings, shaft seals and gaskets. It is also particularly suitable for vacuum system seals. In 
many static applications, effective sealing at about .40°C has been achieved with .O. rings 
based upon conventional bis phenol-cured FPM copolymer. 

 
ukbZfVªy ukbZfVªy ukbZfVªy ukbZfVªy Nitrile 

 
NBR elastomers are the most widely used materials for oil and fuel resistant seals, 

gaskets and diaphragms. It is of interest primarily because it exhibits a high degree of 
resistance to attack by oils both at normal and elevated temperatures. Nitrile rubbers are 
particularly suitable for seals for petroleum oils and fluids. They are not normally suited for 
use with halogeneted hydrocarbons, nitrocarbons, phosphate ester fluids, ketones or strong 
acids, and certain automobile brake fluids. 

 
ikWyh,Øsyhd ikWyh,Øsyhd ikWyh,Øsyhd ikWyh,Øsyhd Polyacrylic 

 
Polyacrylic (ACM) rubbers are polymerized product of acrylic acid esters and form, 

in effect, a group midway in properties between nitrile and fluorocarbon rubbers. One of the 
most attractive features from the sealing point of view is their excellent resistance to mineral 
oils, and greases up to temperature of 175°C. Excellent resistance to ageing and flex-
cracking also favours use for rotary shaft seals. Low temperature characteristics are not 
outstanding and mechanical strength and resistance to water is generally inferior. 

 
ikWyh;wjsFksuikWyh;wjsFksuikWyh;wjsFksuikWyh;wjsFksu Polyurethane 

 
Polyurethane elastomers are used mainly in application requiring high abrasion 

resistance or oil and solvent resistance or both. Resistance to ozone cracking and weathering 
is excellent. It has very high tensile and tear strength. 

 
Polyurethane rubbers are, therefore, most attractive from the point of view of their 

mechanical strength rather than ‘chemical’ or ‘temperature’ properties. They may be used to 
advantage, if compatible, under abrasive conditions and are particularly favored for wipers. 
Typical sealing applications include hydraulic seals, gaskets and diaphragms. In all 
applications, the danger of hydrolysis and the limited heat resistance should be considered. 
In applications involving contact with neutral water, the service temperature should not 
exceed 60°C if long term service is required. Upper temperature limit for continuous use in 
dry condition is about 80-100°C. 
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flfydkWu flfydkWu flfydkWu flfydkWu  Silicone 
 

The most outstanding property of silicone rubber is its great resistance in retaining 
mechanical performance over a wide range of temperatures. Flexibility is retained at 
temperatures as low as - 60°C while a maximum continuous service temperature is up to 
230°C. Basically, silicone has poor strength and tear and abrasion resistance, although 
mechanical performance can be enhanced by special compounding 

 
The chief advantage of this type of elastomer is that it retains its flexibility drawn to 

very low temperatures, and also withstands continuous heating at high temperatures without 
hardening, making it suitable for both high temperature and low temperature seals over a 
broader range than that covered by the other elastomers. A further application is for rotary 
seals where the operating temperature may be higher than that permissible with conventional 
elastomers due to friction developed, where again silicone rubber may provide an answer. 
The cost of silicone rubber is however, substantially higher than that of most other 
elastomers. 

 
Flurosilicone rubbers are a more recent development and even more costly. Their 

vulcanizates have the most useful properties of regular silicone elastomers plus improved 
fluid resistance, but they have a more restricted high temperature limit. The recommended 
high temperature limit for continuous service is about 175°C. The main advantage offered is 
that fluorosilicone rubbers can have oil resistance comparable with or closely approaching 
beyond the service temperature limits of nitriles rubbers, and where ordinary silicone 
elastomers do not have the necessary compatibility with the fluid. 

 
ihVh,QbZ ihVh,QbZ ihVh,QbZ ihVh,QbZ PTFE 

 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a thermoplastic material widely used in seal 

industry. PTFE is extremely resistant to attack by corrosive reagents or solvents. Its thermal 
stability is such that its electrical and mechanical properties do not change for long intervals 
(months) at temperatures as high as 250°C. 

 
The polymer is not hard, but is slippery and waxy to the touch, and has a very low 

coefficient of friction on most substances. PTFE ‘O’ ring can normally be fitted in the same 
groove sizes as those recommended for elstomeric ‘O’ rings. A very useful extension of 
PTFE to seals, however, is in composite ring construction, where a machined or moulded 
PTFE section may be employed as a low friction rubbing surface backed by an elastomeric 
sections or as back up washers for ‘O’ rings etc. 

 
Guidelines for the selection of some suitable elastomeric compounds are given in IS: 

9975 (Part 2).  
 
4.9 ,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa jcM+ vo;o jcM+ vo;o jcM+ vo;o jcM+ vo;o        

RUBBER COMPONENTS IN AIR BRAKE SYSTEM 
 

Braided rubber hose is used for through passage of compressed air from one coach to 
the other in the air brake system. The hose is consists of an inner and outer oil resistant tube 
and cover made of chloroprene or blends of chloroprene and other polymers and 
reinforcement of at least three wrapped plies of polyester fabric. Braiding is the most 
popular method of reinforcing industrial hoses. Braiding produces a flexible hose with 
improved impulse and flexes performance. Before braiding, a mandrel, which is equal in 
diameter to the inner tube, is inserted into the tube. This is done in order to avoid the tube 
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from collapsing under pressure of the braiding threads. For convenience, the maximum 
lengths produced at a time are from 10- 15m. 

 
A braid is formed by inter wearing of yarns while they are helically spiraled over the 

tube. Half of the reinforcing yarns spirals in a clockwise direction while the rest move 
counter clockwise giving usually a 2 up-2 down braid pattern. 

 
In the hydrostatic test of these hoses the minimum burst pressure specified is 1000 

psi. As a general guide, the universally recognized operating factor for burst pressure to 
working pressure is 3:1 for static conditions and 4:1 for pulsating conditions. Other tests of 
the hose include adhesion, low temperature resistance, ozone resistance, twist, coupling 
pull-off and flexibility tests. 

 
In the hose assembly, metallic couplings are used for the connection of two air brake 

hoses. Rubber gaskets are fitted in the groove of coupling to form an airtight seat. Gasket is 
made of an elastomeric compound, which shall be tough and have enough elasticity to 
conform to the requirement of the relevant specification. The hose assembly with metallic 
couplings is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 
On every coach fitted with air brake system two brake cylinders are provided for 

actuating the brake rigging for the application and release of brakes. To the cylinder body, a 
dome cover is fitted with the help of bolts and nuts. The dome cover encloses the spring and 
the passage for the piston trunk, which is connected to the piston by screws. The piston is of 
cast iron having a groove in which piston packing to RDSO SK-WD-92051.S.10 is seated. 
Piston packing is of oil and abrasion resistant rubber material and is snap fit to the piston 
head. The piston packing seals the airflow from the pressure side to the other side and is 
guided by the wear ring. For preventing knocking during running, a rubber anti rattler ring is 
also provided. 

 
Various other rubber components are used in air brake equipments of diesel and 

electric locomotives, electric multiple unit (EMU) and diesel rail cars e.g. diaphragm, .O. 
ring, piston packing cup, valve seat, gasket and gland packing washer. A comprehensive list 
of rubber components for air brake system is given below. The rubber compound used for 
the manufacture of these components shall be either polychloroprene or any other synthetic 
elastomer or a blend thereof suitably compounded so as to conform to the specification IRS 
R-48-88. 
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4.10 ,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa ç;ksx gksus okys jcM+ vo;oksa dh lwph ,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa ç;ksx gksus okys jcM+ vo;oksa dh lwph ,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa ç;ksx gksus okys jcM+ vo;oksa dh lwph ,vj czsd ç.kkyh esa ç;ksx gksus okys jcM+ vo;oksa dh lwph LIST OF RUBBER 
COMPONENTS FOR AIR BRAKE SYSTEM (SPECN NO. IRS -R 4 8/88) 

 

4.10.1 ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV ,&1 fMÝsU’kh;y ik;yV okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   
Rubber Part Kit for A-1 Differential Pilot Valve 

 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphram  564210  3054  1 No  Type 2 of Cl. 2.2.1(b) & 
Gr. B of Cl. 3.4.1. 

2. O Ring  526388  3031, Sl.No.5  1 No  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
3.  O Ring  524615  3031,Sl.No.19  1 No  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
4.  Gasket Ring  534031  3037  1 No  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1. 
5.  Check Valve 

(Small)  
538445  3041  1 No  IS:410 & Gr. A of 

Cl.5.2.4.1 
6.  Check Valve 

(Large)  
535022  3663  1 No  IS:410 & Gr. A of Cl. 

5.2.4.1 
 
4.10.2 Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd Mh&1 bejtsUlh czsd okYookYookYookYo    ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

Rubber Part Kit for D-1 Emergency Brake Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Seal  546386 3042  1 No.  Gr. E of Cl 5,2,4,1, 
2  Seal with Insert  557396 3044  1 No.  Gr. E of Cl.5.2.4.1 & IS: 410. 
3.  O Ring  526388 3031, Sl. No.5 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
4.  O Ring  524614 3031,Sl. No. 6 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
5.  O Ring  524609 3031,Sl. No 15 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 

 
4.10.3 oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht oh,&1 fjyht okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

Rubber Part Kit for VA-1 Release Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. No. 
SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  O Ring  527555  3031. Sl. No. 8  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl. 3.2.4.1 
2  Gasket Pipe  532699  3040  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl. 5.2.4.1. 
3.  Seal  546386  3042  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl. 5.2.4.1. 

 
4.10.4 ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch ,e;w&2ch okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

Rubber Part Kit for MU-2B Control Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. No. 
SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  O Ring  524614  3031 Sl.No. 6  7 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl. 3.2.4.1 
2  Gasket Pipe  558987  3058, Alt.1  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl. 5.2.4.1 

Bracket & IS:410 
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4.10.5 ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj ,Q&1 lysDVj okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV  Rubber Part Kit for F-1 Selector Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  O Ring  524794  3031,Sl.No.12  3 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl. 3.2.4.1 
2  O Ring  536580  3031,Sl.No.13  4 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
3.  O Ring  532282  3031,Sl.No.14  4 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
4.  Gasket Bottom 

Valve  
533417  3036  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1.. 

5.  Gasket Pipe 
Bracket  

558535  3059, Alt. 1  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1. 

6.  Gasket Pipe 
Bracket  

558534  3057, Alt.2  1 No.  IS:410 & Gr. C of 
5.2.4.1 

  
4.10.6 ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd ,l,&9 Lora= czsd okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

Rubber Part Kit for SA-9 Independent Brake Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphram  26346  3052  1 Nos.  Type 2 (b) of Cl. 2.2.1(b) 
Gr. B of Cl. 2. 3.4.1 

2  O Ring  531868  3031, Sl.No.4  5 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
3.  O Ring  523734  3031,Sl.No.7  2 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
4.  O Ring  564056  3031,Sl.No.16  1 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
5.  Gasket Pipe  560009  3056, Alt. 1  1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 

 
4.10.7 ,p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj ,p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj ,p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj ,p,l&4 daVªksy ,vj okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

Rubber Part Kit for HS-4 Control Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphragm  526346  3052 Alt.1  1 No  Type 2(b) of Cl.2.2.1(b) 
&Gr.B of Cl 2.3.4.1 

2  O Ring  524935  3031,Sl.No.11  2 Nos.  Gr.C of Cl.3.2.4.1. 
3  Ring Gasket  99458  3034  2 Nos.  Gr.C of Cl.5.2.4.1. 

 
4.10.8   28&ohch28&ohch28&ohch28&ohch daVªksy  daVªksy  daVªksy  daVªksy okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV  Rubber Part Kit for 28-VB Control Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphram 
(Large)  

564081  3051 Alt.1  1 Nos.  Type 2 of Cl.2.2.1(b) & 
Gr. B of Cl. 2.3.4.1 

2.  Diaphram 
(Small)  

563785  3050 Alt.1  1 Nos.  Type 2 of Cl.2.2.1(b) Gr. 
B of Cl. 2.3.4.1 

3.  O Ring  524612  3031,Sl.No.3  1 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
4.  O Ring  523732  3031,Sl.No.9  1 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
5.  Gasket Ring  527560  3035  4 Nos.  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1 
6.  Check Valve  529009  3035 Sl. No.2  1 Nos  IS:410 & Gr. A of Cl.5.2.4.1
7.  Check Valve  563784  3041 Sl.No. 3  1 Nos  IS:410 & Gr. A of Cl.5.2.4.1
8.  Pipe Bracket 

Gasket  
563815  3060, Alt. 1  1 No.  IS:410 & Gr. C of 

Cl.5.2.4.1 
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4.10.9      ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj ,pch&5 fjys ,vj okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdV ds fy, jcM+ fdV ds fy, jcM+ fdV ds fy, jcM+ fdV   
    Rubber Part Kit for HB-5 Relay Valve 

 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphragm  522980  
 

3055  1 Nos.  Type 2 of Cl.2.2.1(b) 
& Gr.B of Cl.2.3.4.1 

2  O Ring  534662  3031, 
Sl.No.2  

1 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 

3.  O Ring  524612  3031, 
Sl.No.3  

1 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 

4.  Port Gasket  523619  3043  1 No.  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1 
5.  Gasket check 

Valve Body 
527581  3046  1 No.  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1 

6.  Gasket Check 
Valve Body Cover 

527582  3045  1 No.  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1 

7.  Gasket  93840  3038  3 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 
8.  Body Port Gasket  524294  3039  2 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 

 
4.10.10   lh&2&MCyw fjys lh&2&MCyw fjys lh&2&MCyw fjys lh&2&MCyw fjys okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV  

   Rubber Part Kit for C2W Relay Valve 
 

S.No. Description 
WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. No. 
SKDP 

Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphragm  536300  3053 Alt.1 1 No.  Type 1 (a) of Cl.2.2.1 
& Gr. B of Cl. 2.3.4.1 

2. O Ring 524614 3031. SL.No 6 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
3. O Ring 532282 3031,Sl.No. 14 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
4. O Ring 532257 3031.SL.No 17 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
5. O Ring 536239 3031.SL.No 18 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
6. Seal with 

Insert 
557396 3033 1 No.  Gr. E of Cl.5.2.4.1 & 

IS:410 
7. Port Gasket 527717 3033 1 No.  Gr. D of Cl.5.2.4.1 
8. Gasket Pipe 

Bracket 
580565 3047 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 

9. Seal with 
Insert 

850047 3664 1 No. Gr. E of Cl.5.2.4.1 & 
IS:410 

 
4.10.11   ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd ,&9 Lopkfyr czsd okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   

   Rubber Part Kit for A-9 Automatic Brake Valve 
 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Diaphragm  526346 3052, Alt.1 1 No.  Type 2 (b) of Cl. 2.2.1& 
Gr. B of Cl. 2.3.4.1 

2. O Ring 531868 3031, Sl.No.4 2 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
3. O Ring 526388 3031, Sl.No.5 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
4. O Ring 524614 3031, SL.No 

6 
1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 

5. O Ring 523734 3031, Sl.No.7 2 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
6. O Ring 564056 3031, 

Sl.No.16 
1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
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S.No. Description 
WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

7. Seal with 
Insert 

557396 3044 1 No.  IS:410 & Gr. E of Cl. 
5.2.4.1 

8. Pipe Bracket 
Gasket 

560009 3056 Alt. 1 1 No.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 

 

4.10.12    oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy oh,&1ch daVªksy okYookYookYookYo ds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdVds fy, jcM+ fdV   
    Rubber Part Kit for VA-1B Control Valve 

 

S.No. Description WABCO 
PT. NO 

RDSO Drg. 
No. SKDP 

Qty/Set Grade & Clause 

1.  Port Gasket 527915 3032 2 Nos.  Gr. C of Cl.5.2.4.1 
2. O Ring 532299 3031, Sl.No.1 4 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
3. O Ring 534662 3031, Sl.No.2 3 Nos. Gr. C of Cl.3.2.4.1 
4. Diaphragm 

(Large) 
546353 3048 1 No. Type 2 of Cl. 2.2.1 (b) 

& Gr. B of Cl. 2.3.4.1 
5. Diaphragm 

(Small) 
546354 3049 1 No. Type 2 of Cl. 2.2.1 (b) 

& Gr. A of Cl. 2.3.4.1 
 

Moulded polyurethane rubber components are used in emergency power (EP) brake 
and some air brake systems also of coaching and wagon stock as per RDSO specification no. 
RDSO/M&C/RP/115/1984 (Rev 1). 

 

4.11 çkd`frd ,oa flUFksfVd jcM+ dk fo’ks"k ç;ksx çkd`frd ,oa flUFksfVd jcM+ dk fo’ks"k ç;ksx çkd`frd ,oa flUFksfVd jcM+ dk fo’ks"k ç;ksx çkd`frd ,oa flUFksfVd jcM+ dk fo’ks"k ç;ksx     
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUBBE RS 

 

Type of Rubber Applications 
Natural  Vehicle tyres and tubes, seals, anti-vibration mounts, hoses, betls. 

Nitrile  
Oil resistant hoses and liners, gaskets, seals, O-rings, anti-vibration 
mounts 

Butyl  
Inner tubes, anti-vibration mounts, steam and water hose, flexible 
connectors. 

GRS/SBR  Similar to natural rubber 
Butandiene  Not normally used on its own, only blended with other rubbers 
Chloroprene  Gaskets and seals, weather stripping, tubing, hoses and hose liners. 
Chorosulphonated 
Polyethylene 

Oil and chemical hose, sealing rings, diaphragms, linings, cable 
insulation 

RP/RPM  
Belting, electrical insulation, weather stripping, dust covers, 
automobile parts. 

Fluorocarbon  O-rings and seals, packings, diaphragms, gaskets 
Isoprene  Similar to natural rubber 
Polyacrylic (ACM)  Hose, seals, gaskets, spark plug covers, wire insulation 

Polysulphide  
Inflatables, hose liners, seals, sealants, adhesives, potting 
compounds 

Polyurethane  Solid tyres, tracks for grease seals, diaphragms 
Silicone  High-temperature O-rings and seals, gaskets, bellows 

Fluorosilicon  
O-rings and seals, gaskets. Hose for petroleum products, gaskets, 
low temperature components 

Polyester 
Rubber components requiring high hot strength, high flex-fatigue 
resistance, etc. 
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4.12 jcM+ vo;oksa dk HkaMkj.k ,oa 'ksYQ ykbZQ jcM+ vo;oksa dk HkaMkj.k ,oa 'ksYQ ykbZQ jcM+ vo;oksa dk HkaMkj.k ,oa 'ksYQ ykbZQ jcM+ vo;oksa dk HkaMkj.k ,oa 'ksYQ ykbZQ     
SHELF LIFE AND STORAGE OF RUBBER COMPONENTS  

 

4.12.1 jcM+ jcM+ jcM+ jcM+ vk/kkfjr mRiknksavk/kkfjr mRiknksavk/kkfjr mRiknksavk/kkfjr mRiknksa dk HkaMkj.k dk HkaMkj.k dk HkaMkj.k dk HkaMkj.k ,oa ,oa ,oa ,oa 'k'k'k'ksYQ ykbZQsYQ ykbZQsYQ ykbZQsYQ ykbZQ  
Shelf life and Storage of Rubber Based Products 

 

Ageing during storage is called Shelf ageing. It is the most universal type of ageing 
in rubber articles. Oxygen in the atmosphere diffuses through to the interior of the rubber 
and the oxidative degradation takes place throughout the bulk of the article. The effect is 
loss of tensile strength, elongation at break and elasticity in natural rubbers and hardening in 
case both natural and synthetic rubbers. This is a long-term process and to judge the effect, 
accelerated ageing tests are used. 

 

Oxidation is a chemical reaction and as in any chemical reaction, the rate of reaction 
is enhanced by rise in temperature. For natural rubber, the temperature coefficient of 
oxidation, as judged by stress strain study, is about 2.7 per 10 °C between room temperature 
and 70°C, i.e for every 10°C rise in temperature, the reaction rate increases 2.7 times. For 
styrene butadiene (SBR) the coefficient is 2.2. Therefore, it is possible to judge the long 
time effects in short time by carrying out the oxidations at higher temperature. However, too 
high temperature should not be used as heat degradation effects also occur along with the 
normal oxidation. The rubbers whether under storage or in use continue to deteriorate, and 
ultimately may become unserviceable. The deterioration may be the result of one particular 
factor or a combination of factors, viz, the action of oxygen, ozone, light, heat, humidity etc. 
The deleterious effects of these factors may, however, be minimized by adopting appropriate 
conditions of storing and duration of storage. 

 

A simple example can be a rubber band; when a rubber band is unused for prolonged 
period and then suddenly it is stretched then it normally tends to crack. This simple logic is 
applicable for most of the rubber based products. 

 
4.12.2 ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ Shelf Life 
 

Shelf life is a term, which covers the life of an article between manufacture and its 
being put into service. Shelf life in Indian railways context is defined as the time for which 
under specified conditions, a rubber component can be stored without affecting its 
performance for a particular application. While even in specified conditions the rubber may 
deteriorate every moment, the rate of deterioration is such that when used within shelf life, 
the component can be used without any appreciable effect on expected or designed 
performance. 

 

This guideline of storage provides following suitable conditions for the storage of 
rubber in all forms. 

 
4.12.3 HkaMkj.k funsZ’kHkaMkj.k funsZ’kHkaMkj.k funsZ’kHkaMkj.k funsZ’k Storage Conditions 
 

To optimize or reduce the deterioration to minimum possible rate following storage 
conditions are highly recommended: 

 
(i) The rubber components should be stored in a cool place and packed condition as far 

as practicable, preferably below 30°C. 

(ii)  They should be kept away from direct sunlight preferably in a dark place. Direct 
sunlight causes much faster degradation of the rubber components. 

(iii)  The relative humidity of the storage condition should not be more than 70% so that 
condensation of moisture does not take place on the surface of the components. 
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(iv) In the vicinity of these components, any loose electrical connections should be 
avoided, as the arcing due to lose connections causes production of ozone, which 
adversely affects rubber. 

(v) They should be stored away from contact with materials containing copper and 
manganese, which act as poisoning agents resulting in their faster degradation. 

(vi) Under no circumstances rubber components should be stressed during storage. The 
portions under stress undergo deformations with permanent set and leading to 
degradation. 

(vii)  Any contact with grease or oil should be avoided as these cause swelling, softening 
and deterioration of rubbers. Even people handling rubber should ensure that their 
hands are oil/grease free. 

(viii)  French chalk or soapstone or mica should liberally be applied on the surface of 
rubber components. 

(ix) Great care is to be exercised so that the material is used in the order of their receipt 
in the stores i.e. first-in-first-out basis  (FIFO). The rubbers whether under storage 
or in use continue to deteriorate. 
 
Every moment of storing is at the cost of useful life and prolonged storage of the 

material may render it unserviceable due to progressive deterioration. 
 
4.12.4 ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ’ksYQ ykbZQ dh vof/kdh vof/kdh vof/kdh vof/k Period of Shelf Life 
 

Shelf life of rubber components when stored as per the guidelines mentioned above 
is quantitatively recommended as under: 

 
1. Natural rubber or SBR  = 1 year 
2. Other Elastomers   = 2 years 

 
For EPDM, fluorocarbon and silicone rubbers the shelf life shall be considered as 3 

years. But the rubber component with very thin layer such as diaphragm would be expected 
to have shorter shelf life. It is recommended that the shelf life of these components be taken 
half of the original shelf life. 

 
It is to be noted that more the storage life less will be the service life. Hence quick 

consumption of rubber product is appreciated. 
 
4.13 mi;ksx ds nkSjku jcM+ vo;oksa ds mi;ksx ds nkSjku jcM+ vo;oksa ds mi;ksx ds nkSjku jcM+ vo;oksa ds mi;ksx ds nkSjku jcM+ vo;oksa ds fod`r fod`r fod`r fod`r ,oa Qsy ,oa Qsy ,oa Qsy ,oa Qsy gksus ds dkj.kgksus ds dkj.kgksus ds dkj.kgksus ds dkj.k     REASONS OF 

DETERIORATION OF RUBBERS & FAILURE OF RUBBER COMPON ENTS IN 
SERVICE 

 
4.13.1 Qsy gksus ds lkekU; dkj.kQsy gksus ds lkekU; dkj.kQsy gksus ds lkekU; dkj.kQsy gksus ds lkekU; dkj.k  General Causes of Failure 
 

Failure of rubber components may occur from a variety of causes; the rubber may be 
abraded away, as in tyres; it may suffer chemical attack from oxygen or ozone present in the 
atmosphere; it may be subjected to such severe and frequently applied deformations that it is 
unable to dissipate sufficiently rapidly the heat generated internally, and hence fails from 
thermal degradation; or, when the deformations are imposed repeatedly, it may fail by the 
growth of cuts, usually in the surface, to a size which renders the component unusable. 
Frequently more than one process operates. 
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Moreover, the behavior of the rubber may be profoundly affected under extreme 

conditions, for example at high or arctic temperatures, leading to un-serviceability. The 
effective service life of a rubber article depends on its ability to withstand the conditions 
under which it has to operate in service without suffering permanent change. 

 
Apart from such chemically degradation the dimension of a product also plays a 

major role. Let’s have an example of simple O ring. Say it is having an outer diameter close 
to upper limit of tolerance. During service it gets compressed and finally gets a compression 
set. Now due to such set the outer diameter gets increased crossing the upper limit of 
tolerance. Now it will have tendency to either bulge inside or outside the application area 
leading a deformation, which finally become the root cause of premature failure. 

 
Another aspect of failure is inherent design defect. The design stability can be 

obtained by various methods in which determination of shape factor and FEA study in static 
& dynamic mode is important. 

 
4.13.2 bykLVksejbykLVksejbykLVksejbykLVksej ijijijij okrkoj.k dk çHkko okrkoj.k dk çHkko okrkoj.k dk çHkko okrkoj.k dk çHkko  Environmental Ageing of Elastomers 
 

When rubber is exposed to direct weathering, it is exposed to oxygen, ultraviolet 
light, and to the leaching action of rain. The factors combine to promote oxidation. Sunlight 
entering the atmosphere generates ozone, which attacks the surface of the stressed rubber. 
Ageing of elastomers involves a progressive change in their physical and chemical 
properties, usually marked by deterioration. The term ‘ageing’ represents composite factors 
that contribute to the deterioration of elastomers, e.g., ozone, heat, oxygen, sunlight, certain 
metal ions, high humidity, and high-energy radiation. 

 
4.13.3 vkstks+u vkstks+u vkstks+u vkstks+u ls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlku  Deterioration by Ozone 
 

Unsaturated rubbery polymers, such as natural rubber, polybutadiene, styrene-
butadiene rubber and polychloroprene, are susceptible to ozone attack. When vulcanizates 
are held stretched in the presence of ozone, cracks can develop on the surface. They grow at 
right angles to the direction of principal strain. This phenomenon occurs in air even though 
the concentration of ozone is only of the order of a few parts per hundred million. 

 
4.13.4 rki ,oa vkDlhtu rki ,oa vkDlhtu rki ,oa vkDlhtu rki ,oa vkDlhtu ls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlku  Deterioration by Heat and Oxygen 
 

Oxidative degradation occurs in unsaturated hydrocarbon rubbers, e.g., NR and SBR, 
and only 1 to 2% chemically combined oxygen in the polymer chain can render the rubber 
article virtually useless. 

 

Oxidation usually leads to increasing brittleness and deterioration in strength. 
Generally, the mechanism of oxidative degradation is free radical and is initiated by the 
thermal or photolytic cleavage of bonds. The free radical then reacts with oxygen to yield 
peroxides and hydro peroxides. Oxidative degradation of saturated polymers can also occur 
through a complex series of reactions that involve the intermediate formation of peroxy 
radicals. Incorporation of suitable antioxidants in the rubber results in considerable 
prolongation of the life of the material. The oxidation process is controlled mainly by two 
factors: first, the diffusion rate of oxygen in the elastomer, and second, the temperature. The 
oxidation rate increases considerably in a hot environment. Natural rubber deteriorates very 
rapidly at 150°C, especially in air. 

 

Synthetic rubbers, generally, are more resistant to oxygen attack than natural rubber. 
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4.13.5 eSVy dSVsykbZTM vkWDlhMs’ku eSVy dSVsykbZTM vkWDlhMs’ku eSVy dSVsykbZTM vkWDlhMs’ku eSVy dSVsykbZTM vkWDlhMs’ku ls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlku  Deterioration by Metal-Catalyzed Oxidation 
 

Certain metals in particular copper, manganese and iron are known to have 
deleterious effects on vulcanized rubber. These metals are termed pro-oxidants because they 
are effective oxidation catalysts in some elastomers, particularly natural rubber (NR). 

 
Metal catalyzed oxidation of elastomers can be rendered inactive by reaction with 

antioxidants particularly aromatic amines that give stable coordination complexes. 
 
4.13.6 gkbZMªksyhfll gkbZMªksyhfll gkbZMªksyhfll gkbZMªksyhfll ls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlkuls uqdlku Deterioration by Hydrolysis 
 

Hydrolysis usually refers to a chemical reaction between water and materials whose 
molecules have certain polar groups, typically ester and amide groups. When such groups 
are in the backbone of a polymer, the hydrolysis will result in chain scission and molecular 
weight reduction. The hydrolysis rate increases considerably under acid or alkaline 
conditions. 

 
Elastomer type that tends to deteriorate when exposed to hot water or high humidity 

in tropical regions includes AU, BU and YBPO. Special ingredients are frequently added to 
these elastomers to improve their resistance to hydrolysis. 

 
4.13.7 vk;q c<+kusvk;q c<+kusvk;q c<+kusvk;q c<+kus ds mik; ds mik; ds mik; ds mik; Protection against ageing 
 

The degradation by ageing may be retarded but not entirely eliminated, by the use of 
materials known as anti oxidants and anti ozonants. They can function chemically or 
physically to inhibit the process of degradation. Chemical protectants are capable of reacting 
with degradants or interfering with the chain of reactions that otherwise would culminate in 
degradation. The most common types are amines, phenolics and phosphites. Physical 
protectants function by migrating (i.e., blooming) to the surface to provide a barrier to attack 
by degradants. Physical protectants are effective only in applications where little or no 
movement is involved and as long as the protective film remains intact. In dynamic 
applications, the film can break and the elostomer becomes susceptible to attack.  

 
Normally, protective waxes are used along with chemical protectants. For most 

engineering applications oxidative degradation will be most important factor determining 
durability. For a thick enough section of rubber, the availability of oxygen will be limited by 
diffusion, and components with bulky rubber layers (e.g., engine mounts or bridge bearings) 
can be considerably more resistant to elevated temperatures. Indeed an outer skin of rubber 
may form which can further limit oxygen ingress. 

 
4.13.8 rjy fMxzsMs’ku@rjy fMxzsMs’ku@rjy fMxzsMs’ku@rjy fMxzsMs’ku@ Fluid degradation 
 

The general effect of fuel degradation is that the rubber absorbs a greater or less 
amount of the liquid and thereby becomes weakened mechanically. The magnitude of this 
effect varies greatly with the nature of the rubber, especially whether natural or synthetic 
and also with the nature of the liquid. Natural rubber is considerably affected by all liquids 
derived from petroleum and even more by the aromatic hydrocarbons. 

 
This is true also of the so-called general-purpose synthetic rubbers e.g., Styrene 

Butadiene Rubber (SBR) and butyl. High temperature of operating increases the absorption 
rate, which is very approximately doubled for each 8°C temperature rise. 
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4.13.9 HkkSfrd fMxzsMs’kuHkkSfrd fMxzsMs’kuHkkSfrd fMxzsMs’kuHkkSfrd fMxzsMs’ku    Physical Degradation 
 

If a vulcanized rubber is completely non reactive chemically to a particular fluid, the 
vulcanizate may change in volume due to various combination of swelling due to the uptake 
by the vulcanizate of the fluid or of shrinkage of the vulcanizate due to extraction of soluble 
constituents such as plasticizers and antioxidants by the fluid. Swelling is by far the most 
common problem as excessive shrinkage can almost always be avoided by eliminating 
soluble components from vulcanizate. 

 
4.13.10   jlk;fud jlk;fud jlk;fud jlk;fud fMxzsMs’ku fMxzsMs’ku fMxzsMs’ku fMxzsMs’ku Chemical Degradation 
 

Chemical degradation is for the most part attributable to the chemical attack of 
polymer network structure of the vulcanized rubber by the fluid resulting in cross linking 
(hardening) or in scission (softening). 

 
In either case, the mechanical properties of the vulcanized rubber are changed. 

Fluids, which chemically degrade vulcanized rubber, often also induce physical 
degradation to the additional detriment. When the degradation is severe, the vulcanized 
rubber looses its elasticity and becomes hard and brittle or soft and tacky. 

 
4.13.11    tyh; nzo dk çHkkotyh; nzo dk çHkkotyh; nzo dk çHkkotyh; nzo dk çHkko    Effect of Aqueous Liquid 
 

All elostomers will absorb some water over long periods of time. This will result 
an increase in mass and volume without any significant change of the modulus or 
strength. Some of the compounding ingredients such as some type of anti-oxidants leach 
out, with a consequent loss of fatigue resistance under oxygenated conditions. The 
amount of water uptake will depend on the nature of filler in the elostomer. Use of 
hydrophilic fillers or metal oxides in the cure system generally has a larger effect than 
polymer type. Thus polychloroprene cured with litharge does not absorb much water, 
whereas polychloroprene cured with magnesium oxide absorbs large amounts. 

 
Seawater is not generally a deleterious environment for rubber. Unlike the 

situation for metals, where corrosion processes of various types need to be constantly 
monitored a long and maintenance free life can be expected for rubber engineering 
components if water soluble ingredients can be avoided in rubber compounding. 

 
4.13.12    jcMjcMjcMjcM+ dk pVdus ,oa dVus dk O;ogkj + dk pVdus ,oa dVus dk O;ogkj + dk pVdus ,oa dVus dk O;ogkj + dk pVdus ,oa dVus dk O;ogkj     

Mechanical Fatigue of Rubber and Tear Behavior 
 

Failure of rubber components is sometimes due to growth of one or more cracks, 
which develops under the action of the environment and the imposed deformation. In case 
of repeated loading, the fatigue life i.e., the number of cycles to failures can be 
quantitatively related to the initial flaw size and the crack growth characteristics of the 
rubber using the fracture mechanics approach. The mechanics of crack propagation in 
rubber has been studied using test pieces containing inserted cuts of readily measurable 
size. There are two basic mechanism of cut growth, (i) ozone cut growth, due to primary 
chemical scission, and (ii) mechanico oxidative cut growth, due to mechanical rupture at 
the tip of a flaw, which is considerably facilitated by the presence of oxygen. Both types 
of growth can occur under static or dynamic conditions, separately or together. 
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4.14 jcMjcMjcMjcM+ ls cus mRiknksa dk QsY;ksj + ls cus mRiknksa dk QsY;ksj + ls cus mRiknksa dk QsY;ksj + ls cus mRiknksa dk QsY;ksj FAILURE OF RUBBER BASED PRODUCT 
 
 

Symptom Cause Suggested Remedy 

Fatigue 
Effects  

Crack growth  If life of component is reasonable - no 
remedy possible, as fatigue effects can not 
be prevented altogether. If life is short - see 
other causes below 

Excessive 
deformation 

Adjust stiffness (1)    Use a more resilient rubber, which give 
less damping.  

(2)     Reduce dynamic and static stresses.  

(3)     Improve compounding or processing 

Softening Rubber in contact with or 
splashed by oil or solvent  

(a) Rubber at too high a 
temperature  

(b) Overcure 

(c) Undercure 

Shield rubber from solvent.  

(1)    Shield rubber from heat.  

(2)    Cool with water or air.  

 

Natural rubber is particularly prone to soften 
with overcure troubles reduce cure time 

Hardening (a) Heat  

(b) Corrosion  

(c) Overcure  

(1) Shield rubber from heat.  

(2) Cool with water or air.  

Shield from corrosive agent  

Neoprene is particularly liable to hardening 
with overcure and high temperature reduce 
cure time 

Corrosion  (a) Common salt solution 
at sea; or due to 
salting of roads to 
clear ice.  

(b) Acid or other 
chemical 

(1) If brass plating used for bonds, change to 
other bonding processes.  

(2) Shield from salt.  

Shield from corrosive agent 

Blow-Out  (a) Excess heat build up 

(b) Excess use of anti-
oxidants 

(1) Dissipate less energy through the rubber 
by : 

(a)  Using a more resilient compound 
which gives less damping  

(b)  Using a compound of a different 
hardness  

(2) Use a material with a better heat 
conductivity.  

(3) Change design of component to provide 
a better heat conductivity path 

(4) Check dose of anti-oxidants 
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Symptom Cause Suggested Remedy 

Porosity 
(Small blow 
holes) 

Inadequate curing and 
moisture in compound 

(1) Improve cure and compounding. Porosity 
often due to insufficient pressure during 
moulding. so check moulding conditions  

(2) Include a lime-oil dispersion in the 
compound to reduce porosity due to 
moisture. 

Swelling  Oil or solvent material 
reaching the rubber 

Shield rubber, or provide other means of 
keeping oil or solvents away, eg. lacquering. 

Large Cracks  Local overstressing  Redesign Locally 

Tearing  (a) Cuts  

(b) Overstressing 

Use a tear resistant compound  

(1)   Use a tear resistant compound  

(2)   Redesign 

Surface 
crazing or 
cracking 

(a) Ozone  

(b) Excess ultra violet 
light 

Use a synthetic rubber or a natural rubber 
coated with a synthetic rubber  

(1) Shield rubber from ultra violet light  

(2) Remove source of ultra violet light 

(3) Use a suitable synthetic rubber 

Rubber-to- 
non rubber 
bond failure 

(a) Overstressing  

(b) Overheating 

Redesign   

(1) Reduce heat at source  

(2) Cool the component 

Delamination Defective manufacture in 
compression moulding of 
laminated sheets 

Improve moulding techniques. 
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lanHkZlanHkZlanHkZlanHkZ    
    

1- ,e & lh funs’kky;    vkjMh,lvks }kjk çdkf’kr iqLrd ^jcM+ bu jsyos & 2006^ çFke 
laLdj.kA    

2- v/;k; pkj ds lEcU/k esa esllZ ,eth,e jcM+ dEiuh dksydrk }kjk fn, x, lq>koA  
 
3- fo|qr batu dkj[kkuk] e/; jsyos] Hkqlkoy }kjk tkjh vkWQ ihvks,p yksdkseksfVo ds 

fy, fujh{k.k iqfLrdkA 
  
4- lh,yMCyw] fprjatu }kjk tkjh 25dsOgh 50gVZt ,lh ;k=h fo|qr batu VkbZi 

MCyw,ih&4 dk vuqj{k.k eSuqvy okWY;we II 2000  A  
 
5- LVksu bafM;k }kjk tkjh fo|qr yksdkseksfVo ds M~;wvy czsd ç.kkyh vkbZvkj,ohch&2 ds 

fy, vuqj{k.k eSuqvy & la’kksf/kr 2004A 
 
6- LVksu bafM;k }kjk tkjh fo|qr yksdkseksfVo dh vkbZvkj,ch 9@ vkbZvkj,ch 10 czsd 

ç.kkyh ds VªkbZ IysV ,vj czsd iSuy ds fy, vuqj{k.k eSuqvy A 
 
7- ^MCyw,th 5 fo|qr yksdkseksfVo ij yxh M~;qvy czsd ç.kkyh vkbZvkj,ohch 2 ds fy, 

ijh{k.k funsZ’k^ ij tkjh vkjMh,lvks vuqj{k.k funsZ’k la- ,eih-,evkbZ&138@88]Qjojh 
1988 A 

 
8- ^MCyw,th 5, ,aM ch fo|qr yksdkseksfVo ij yxh vkbZvkj,ohch 2 V~ohu ikbZi czsd 

ç.kkyh ds fy, funsZ’k^ cqysfVu^ vkjMh,lvks }kjk tkjh vkjMh,lvks cqysfVu la- ,eih-
,vkj 09] flrEcj 1984 A 

 
9- fo|qr yksdkseksfVo czsd flLVe ls lEcfU/kr vkjMh,lvks dh ,l,evkbZ] ekWfMfQds’ku 

'khV ,oa rduhdh ldZqylZA   
 
10-  fofHkUu fo|qr yksdks'ksM@fVªi 'ksM~l ,oa fo|qr Vsfuax lsaVj ls ,df=r lkexzh A  
 
11- dSeVsd Xokfy;j esa fnukad 28 tuojh 2011 dks vk;ksftr lsehukj ls çkIr lq>koA  
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;fn vki bl lanHkZ esa dksbZ fopkj vkSj fo’ks"k lq>ko nsuk pkgrs  
gksa rks d`Ik;k gesa bl irs ij fy[ksaA 
 
 
lEidZ lw=       %     funs’kd ( fo|qr )  
 
Ik=kpkj dk irk  %  Hkkjrh; jsy  
                       mPp vuqj{k.k izkS|ksfxdh dsUnz]  
                       egkjktiqj] Xokfy;j e- iz- 
                          fiudksM 474 005  
 
Qksu     %     0751&2470803 
                       0751&2470740  
 
QSDl     %     0751&2470841  
 

 bZ&esy    : direlcamtech@gmail.com 
 

vuqj{k.k izkS|ksfxdh vkSj dk;Ziz.kkyh dk mUu;u 
djuk rFkk mRikndrk vkSj jsyos dh ifjlEifRr 
,oa tu’kfDr ds fu"iknu esa lq/kkj djuk ftlls 
vUrfoZ"k;ksa esa fo’oluh;rk] miyC/krk] mi;ksfxrk 

vkSj n{krk izkIr dh tk ldsA 
 

gekjk mn~ns’;gekjk mn~ns’;gekjk mn~ns’;gekjk mn~ns’; 
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To upgrade maintenance technologies and 
methodologies and achieve improvement in 
productivity, performance of all Railway 
assets and manpower which inter-alia would 
cover reliability, availability, utilisation and 
efficiency. 

 

OUR OBJECTIVE 

If you have any suggestions and any specific Comments 
please write to us. 
 
Contact person : Director (Elect.) 
 
Postal Address  : Indian railways 

Centre for Advanced  
Maintenance technology, 
Maharajpur, Gwalior. 
Pin code – 474 005 

 
Phone    : 0751 – 2470740 

0751 – 2470803 
 
E-mail   : direlcamtech@gmail.com 
 
Fax    : 0751 - 2470841 
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